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“Man's power over nature
is really the power of some men over others
with nature as their instrument.”
- C. S. Lewis
Abstract
The argument of the supposed neutrality of scientists and engineers is no longer an acceptable shield
behind which technologists can hide. Given that technologists must get directly involved in technology policy
issues, it is timely and proper that a renewal of professional ethics is also in order.
We live in a society that rapidly diffuses technology, each with intended and aggregative unintended
consequences on the well being of society, to an increasing number of anachronistic rights claimants who
each exercises the maximalist uses of technology. As such, designers and developers of technology can no
longer seek moral solace from only seeking to minimize harm. They must proactively seek to maximize the
most benefits for the largest number of people, while delivering the most benefit to those most negatively
impacted, or likely to be negatively impacted, by the unintentional consequences of complex technology. They
need to operate out of a new ethical paradigm; one that is a bottom-up, empirically based, neoconsequentialist set of personal morals and professional requirements. This renewed ethical imperative would
lead to scientific research and product designs for the most positive consequences, rather than settling on the
current approach of minimizing the maximum regret.
Technologists must do so as an act of allegiance to their professions’ commitments to social justice
as the primary goal, and hold other allegiances to employers, trade associations, profit motives, and selfadvancement secondary. Failure to do so will continue to place the profession in a reactive mode to everincreasing negative aggregative consequences, competing claims of “rights holders,” mistrust by the public,
degradation of the profession, and ultimately governmental regulation.
While the usual topics of ethical technology decision-making are demonstrated with life threatening
risks, such as sophisticated weaponry, nuclear proliferation, genetic engineering, chemical disasters, and
aircraft crashes, this new code of ethics can also be demonstrated in the case of the less threatening, but
hotly debated information security and privacy issues raised by digital media property rights management
technology and the pervasiveness of the Internet as a distribution vehicle for content.
Traditional Claims of Scientific and Engineering Neutrality – The Classic View
What do we mean by technology, or for that matter, science? Numerous definitions and descriptions
of these words have been written, none of which have been able to succinctly encompass all of the
characteristics of these terms. One may develop a working definition of science as the body of knowledge
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obtained by methods based upon observation. Derived from the Latin word scientia, which means knowledge,
the modern usage employs the German concept of wisenschaft, which means systematic organized
knowledge. Thus, science implies not mere isolated facts, but knowledge that has been put together in some
organized manner (Martin). In particular, the science with which we are concerned is a body of knowledge
which derives its facts from observation, connects these facts with theories, and then tests or modifies these
theories as they succeed of fail in predicting or explaining new observations. In this sense, science has a
relatively recent history – perhaps four centuries (Platt). Although science as an activity has existed as long
as humans have existed, the modern Western notion of science begins with the European awakening during
the High Middle Ages, the Renaissance, and the Industrial Revolution.
1
Much of the relevancy of science to society arises by way of technology. There are close
relationships between science and technology; yet science is not technology and technology is not science.
The origin of the word technology gives valuable indications as to its meaning. It is derived from the Greek
words, techne and logos. The former means art or craft, and the latter signifies discourse or organized words.
The practice of technology frequently is that of an art or craft, as distinguished from science, which is precise
and is based upon established theoretical considerations. Even though we do not normally think of technology
as consisting of written or spoken words, as implied by logos, it does involve the systematic organization of
processes, techniques, and goals. Technology is applied, but is not necessarily based upon science. In fact,
as Robert Fischer notes, "to define technology as applied science is to miss much of the significance of the
relationship that exists between science and technology." He defines technology as the totality of the means
employed by peoples to provide material objects for human sustenance and comfort (Fischer 76). Robert
Hammond, of North Carolina State University, defines technology (engineering) as a means by which the
knowledge of mathematical and rational sciences is applied with judgment to develop ways to utilize the
materials and forces of nature for the benefit of mankind (Hammond 5).
One connotation of the working definition of technology is that it is people whose sustenance and
comfort is the goal of technology, whether this goal is actually accomplished by technology or not. As a result
of these overt human goals, technology is never neutral in that it is directed in specific instances toward
specific material objects. Technology also involves our attempt to control and shape the environment and to
make use of whatever resources are available in that environment (Fischer 77). The basic motive for
"bringing about technology" is the desire to obtain more or better material things. There are of course more
immediate and less profound motivations for individuals in either science or technology, such as the desire to
get a paycheck and to retain one's job. Other points of comparison involve grander motivations -- such as the
ancient Mesopotamian, Egyptian, and Greek beliefs of devoting monuments to gods, heroes, or aesthetics.
The concept of technology as ‘more and better material things’ is a Western concept born out of the flowering
of knowledge and materialism that was the European Renaissance. Therefore technology as a Western
concept is relatively new.
Technology has developed separately from science throughout most of recorded history.
Technological change has generally been empirically derived, simply by trial and error. The method used in
proceeding to the development of new technological advances is determined primarily on the basis of two
factors: the existing technology and the existing knowledge of the properties of matter and energy, i.e.,
existing scientific knowledge. This scientific knowledge used in technology is not a replacement for the trialand-error methodology of technology. Rather, it provides a means of selecting what trial to undertake next
and thus contributes to the efficiency and effectiveness of the trial-and-error method. Technology can use
1
Technology has a much longer history than science -- a history as long as humanity. We have evolved together with our tools
and techniques over millions of years. The major changes in human population are due to the technology we have developed, such as
the domestication of grain, the development of irrigation, and the invention of methods for storing and preserving food. We exist by the
generosity of the Earth, but how many of us live and how many of us starve depends on how well we use and distribute the Earth's
bounty. During the great pre-European period of the Inca, Aztec, and Mayan civilizations, perhaps 15 million people lived in the
Americas, most living in major cities in Mexico, Central and South America, where agriculture was relatively advanced. Most human labor
was used to obtain food. By the early 1970s, we had over half a billion people in the Americas with less than 5 percent of our labor force
needed to produce food (Platt). Without technical developments in agriculture we could not sustain such a population growth, and in no
way would we have the time or energy to develop a more advanced civilization. All of our time and effort would be devoted to the
maintenance of life.
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scientific knowledge and, in this sense, can be sometimes viewed as applied science. Yet much technology
continues to be developed with little or no basic scientific knowledge. For example, the photographic process
was developed to a high degree of sophistication even without the fundamental or basic understanding of the
underlying chemical phenomena (Fischer 77).
Suffice it to say for our purposes that technology is science plus purpose. While science is the study
of the nature around us and subsequent development of scientific laws, technology is the practical application
of those laws, in sometimes non-rigorous ways, toward the achievement of some purpose -- usually material
(Dorf, 1).
2
In addition, the underlying principles in modern scientific inquiry assume that:
• Nature (the physical realm) is real,
• Nature is orderly, and
3
• Nature is, in part, understandable (Fischer 64)
The more ideal and noble definitions of science are traditionally described as a search for the truth in a
society that bends the truth to suit its needs. Jacob Bronowski stated it this way:
"The society of scientists is simple because it has a directing purpose: to explore the
truth. Nevertheless, it has to solve the problem of everyday society, which is to find a
compromise between man and men. It must encourage the simple scientist to be
independent, and the body of scientists to be tolerant. From the basic conditions, which form
the prime values, there follows step by step a range of values: dissent, freedom of thought
and speech, justice, honor, human dignity, and self respect” (Bronowski 68).
In an absolute sense, truth and neutrality in science is limited to the facts of nature that are there for
observation via our senses. In a less absolute sense, truth in science is limited to that which is directly
observed and sensed by the observer. Even here any expression of absolute truthfulness is limited by the
time and space relationships between the observer and that which is being observed, and also by the
restrictions inherent in the use of language to express the observation. It is impossible to separate fact in
nature from one's own interpretation of it, as voiced by Robert Fischer:
The two criteria for scientific truth -- which, by the way, is a dynamic rather than a
static entity -- either one of which is generally sufficient to cause persons to accept a principle
2

Science, however, employs two aspects of medieval scientists' work as its foundations: the empirical approach based upon objective,
rational observation and the use of a mathematical approach to describe nature. These principles laid the groundwork for modern
scientific methods of inquiry and were forcefully argued by Descartes, the French philosopher, and Francis Bacon, the English
theologian, and subsequently became imprinted on the social fabric of Europe as well as modern Western science. (Capra, Turning
Point 15).
This new approach, going all the way back through Bacon, Newton, Copernicus, the Arab scholars, Aristotle, and to scholars from the
ancient colleges in Egypt and Mesopotamia, included the process of observation, generalization, explanation and prediction. The last
three are thought of in more modern terms as the hypothesis, theory, and law. An hypothesis is a tentative assumption made in order to
test its scientific consequences, but which as yet has received little verification or confirmation. A theory is a plausible, scientifically
acceptable statement of a general principle and is used to explain phenomena. A law is a statement of an orderliness or interrelationship
of phenomena that, as far as is known, is invariable under the stated conditions (Fischer 47). It should be stressed that the term law is
used differently in reference to scientific knowledge than to other areas of everyday life. A scientific law is descriptive rather than
prescriptive. It is a statement used to describe regularities found in nature, and is not a statement of what should happen. It is not correct
to consider that natural objects obey the laws of nature; rather, the laws of nature describe the observed behavior of natural objects. In
contrast, the laws of a human government are prescriptive in that they prescribe how people should behave.

3

But, to what extent can we know nature? Carl Sagan, eloquently expresses our potential and limitations as he compares our physical
realm to the world of a grain of salt. He demonstrated that the 10 million billion sodium and chlorine atoms versus the neurons in the
brain (the circuit elements and switches that through electrical and chemical activity allow our brains to function) with connections of
dendrites in the brain make the total number of knowable things less than the total number of atoms in salt. Therefore we can never
expect to know everything in the microscopic world of a salt grain, much less know everything in the universe on the equally large cosmic
scale (Sagan, Broca 15). However, if we use the empirical approach and seek out regularities and principles, we can understand both
the grain of salt and the universe through extrapolation. We may never understand everything, but we can get some pretty good
indications and allow rational conclusions to be drawn. Sagan's main point here is that our scientific method of inquiry is based upon our
senses. Since we inhabit three dimensions of space and one of time, things outside this realm, or things of the microscopic world of the
interior of atoms or the macroscopic world of the universe are beyond our physical senses. We may use electron microscopes to probe
the atom or radio telescopes to probe the universe but these are merely devices that transform signals into the formats that our senses
can recognize. If we understand our limitations, we will be forced to understand the limitations of science.
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are that, (a) it can be checked by observation or, to state it differently, its consequences lead
to its support rather than to contradictions, and (b) it can be derived from intelligible principles
(Fischer 49).
Therefore, science has been, idealistically, considered by Western culture as the highest form of
mental activity with neutral truth as its goal. Alternatively, technology is not science. Technology is how we do
things, not how we think of them. To this extent, technology has been seen as non-neutral. However,
technology relies very heavily upon basic scientific knowledge in addition to prior technology. There is also a
strong influence in the reverse direction. Modern science relies to a large extent upon existing technology as
well as upon prior scientific knowledge. Science and technology reinforce each other by complex interactions.
Each one, science or technology, can build upon itself or upon a cross linkage from one to the other.
Technology is dependent upon science for knowledge of the properties of materials and energy and for
predicting the behavior of natural forces. Science is dependent upon technology for its tools and instruments,
for the preparation of materials, for the storage and dissemination of information, and for the stimulation of
further research (Fischer 77). Indeed, science is not technology and technology is not science but they are
forever interrelated. One could not exist in modern society without the other.
Traditional Claims of Scientific and Engineering Neutrality are Myths
Every society determines reality, truth, beauty, and values in accordance with its own worldview and
its evolutionary point in time. Likewise, cultural development has been facilitated by evolving, sometimes
4
revolutionary, paradigms. The worldviews held by individuals or by groups are very influential in determining
behavior, as well as in determining motivations, attitudes and actions.
Scientists and engineers, being fully human, also experience the effects of paradigms. They and their
findings are influenced by the mainstream of social thought framed by current technology and prevalent belief
systems. By using knowledge of the universe, creativity, and a scientific approach to problem solving,
scientists develop new paradigms. As Heidegger reminds us, “[Even though] every phenomenon emerging
within an area of science is refined to such a point that it fits into the normative objective coherence of the
theory…that normative coherence itself is thereby changed from time to time” (Heidegger 169). Even
Aristotle was willing to reject or change his theories when a closer examination of nature proved them wrong.
He was quite aware that his work was only the beginning, to be corrected and developed by those who came
after him, citing, “Inventions are either the elaboration by later workers of the results of previous labor handed
down by others, or original discoveries, small in their beginnings but far more important than what will later be
developed from them” (Loomis xxv).
Within the community of scientists, the validity of scientific truth, or probable truth, is based on
statistical arguments. The community relies on truth by consensus, better known as ‘peer review.’ This peer
review is based on a shared paradigm or worldview on how to evaluate evidence and come to agreement, or
at least temporary agreement, until it is overruled by new insights and information. Cole describes scientific
truth as “…less a collection of facts than a running argument” (Cole 127).
Consider how over twenty years ago, University of Kent Professor A. J. Skillen refuted the statement
that value judgments do not belong in science. The long held view that science is neutral was shown by
Skillen as a fallacy. Specifically, since science dominates our image of empirical rationality and rationality is
dominated by abstractness that exists in the mind of feelings, commitments, and attitudes, it should come as
no surprise that science (its methods and interpretations) must also be influenced by feelings or values (rather
than facts). Skillen's point of non-neutrality of science has merit. When we consider that our individual
interpretations of phenomena will likely depend upon our view of the world, it is reasonable to assume that our
practice of science will likewise be biased. In effect our perceptions of facts will contain value judgments
Not unlike the evolution of metaphysics and critical aesthetics among philosophers, the process that
causes scientists to accept new evidence and change schools of thought was thoroughly examined in 1962
4
Kuhn described a paradigm as a way of seeing the world and practicing science in it. The characteristics of a new paradigm include
new scientific achievements sufficiently unprecedented to attract an enduring group of adherents away from competing modes of
scientific activity and, at the same time, sufficiently open-ended to leave all sorts of problems for the new group of practitioners to solve.
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by MIT professor Thomas Kuhn, a science historian and philosopher (Kuhn 1-181). Kuhn noted that paradigm
development goes through several predictable structural stages from ‘normal science’ to new paradigm
5
acceptance. Normal science as defined by Kuhn means the body of research firmly based upon one or more
past scientific achievements that some particular scientific community acknowledges for a time as supplying
the foundation for its further practice (Kuhn 163). The findings of such achievements are the bases for all
underlying scientific assumptions and free the scientific community from constantly re-examining its first
6
principles. Likewise, by accepting Newtonian physics as a framework of inviolate rules, this freedom allowed
members of the scientific community to concentrate exclusively upon the subtlest and most esoteric of the
phenomena that concerned it. Inevitably this increased the effectiveness and efficiency with which the group
as a whole solved new problems.
However, there are always competing schools of thought, each of which constantly questions the very
foundations of the others. It is these competing schools that provide science with a self-correcting mechanism
that ensures that the foundations of normal science will not go unchallenged (Kuhn 163). Scientific
revolutions are inaugurated by a growing, often intuitive, sense, restricted to a narrow subdivision of creative
minorities within the scientific community, that an existing paradigm has ceased to function adequately in the
7
explanation of an aspect of nature for which that paradigm itself had previously led the way. So as the crisis,
that common awareness that something has gone wrong, shakes the very foundations of established thought,
8
it generates a scientific revolution.
Just as in politics, scientific revolutions seem revolutionary only to those whose paradigms are
9
affected by them. Those scientists whose paradigms are threatened typically react with resistance. Only
when the number of instances that refute the old paradigm grows beyond supportable structures of the
10
establishment, does a new paradigm arise. The decision to reject a paradigm is always simultaneously a
decision to accept another with the judgment leading to that decision involving the comparison of both
11
paradigms with nature and with each other.
5
Normal science looks somewhat like aesthetic theories based on 17th Century ‘Neoclassicism,’ in which nature has structure and follows
rules. As Alexander Pope (1688-1744) suggested, there is an unchanging ‘methodized’ nature of structure, genre, harmony, and
symmetry, which was the standard for developing and judging artistic forms (Adams 273-274).
6
It is somewhat like John Dryden’s (1631-1700) 17th-century acceptance of rules of time, place, and action to aesthetics and rests on
Immanuel Kant’s (1724-1804) 18th-century treatment of apriori assumptions to his systems-like theory of aesthetics in a ‘phenomenal’
world of sensory data (Adams 213-240, 374-386).
7
This sense of crisis drives a re-evaluation of the existing view and need not be generated by the work of the community that
experiences the crisis. For instance, new instruments such as the electron microscope or new laws like Maxwell's wave theories may
develop in one specialty and their assimilation may create a crisis in another (Kuhn 163-166).
8
The overthrow of scientific paradigms look somewhat like 19th-century Expressive Theories of aesthetics, involving creativity and
imagination, where, as William Wordsworth (1770-1850) suggested to his contemporaries, intuition and feeling become the basis of
imagination that gives one the power to grasp nature (Adams 436-446).
9
To outsiders scientific revolutions may seem to be normal parts of the developmental process, almost invisible. Astronomers, for
example, could accept X-rays as a mere addition to knowledge since their paradigms were unaffected by the existence of the new
radiation. But for the Kelvins, Crookes and Roentgens, whose research dealt with radiation theory and cathode ray tubes, the emergence
of X-rays necessarily, violated one paradigm as it created another. From their perspective, these rays could only have been discovered
by something going wrong with normal science.
10
When it repudiates a past paradigm, a scientific community simultaneously renounces as a fit subject of inquiry, the past paradigm's
experiments and subsequent textbooks. Scientific education makes use of no equivalent of the art museum or the library of classics,
according to Kuhn. The result is sometimes a drastic distortion in the scientists' perception of their discipline's past. More than the
practitioners of other creative fields, the scientist comes to see his or her discipline as evolving in a straight line to the present paradigm.
In essence, the new paradigm is seen as progress and thus no alternative is available to the scientist while remaining in the field. The
new paradigm is free to mature until the endless circle of challenge and debate inevitably signals its death.
11
Kuhn explains that revolutions close with a total victory for one of two opposing camps, with the winner rewriting scientific knowledge.
The new structure of the work itself is sufficient and it becomes the new set of apriori assumptions for future scientific work. Will the
victorious group ever say that the result of its victory has been something less than progress? That would be admitting that they are
wrong and the old paradigm holders are right. To the victors the outcome of a revolution must be defined as progress and they are
uniquely positioned to make certain that future members of their community see past history in the same way because the new paradigm
holders are the ones that get their work published (Kuhn 166).
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Kuhn continues by challenging those who claim that when paradigms change, the world itself
changes. Rather, led by a new paradigm, scientists actually adopt new instruments and look in new places.
Even more importantly, scientists see new and different things when looking with familiar instruments in
places they have looked before. It is almost as if the professional community had been suddenly transported
out of Plato’s cave into the sunlight where familiar objects are seen in a different light and are joined by
unfamiliar ones as well. Of course, there is no geographical transplantation. Outside the laboratory, life
continues as before. But, paradigm shifts cause scientists to see the world differently and they, in effect, are
responding to a different world. It then becomes only a matter of time before their paradigms become
i
popularized in a community of technologists and the social fabric begins to be re-woven as a result.
th
As the scientific community entered the 20 Century and faced discoveries that confounded
Newtonian physics, the Nietzschean concept of relevance came into play. Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900)
reminded us that truth is, “…an infinitely complex dome of ideas on a movable foundation as if it were on
running water.” Nietzsche continued, “Truths are illusions of which one has forgotten that they are illusions;
…a sum of human relations which became poetically and rhetorically intensified, metamorphosed, adorned,
and after long usage seems to a nation fixed, canonic, and binding” (Adams 636-637). This was the state of
Newtonian science as well. It no longer explained new discoveries because scientists became too
comfortable with their mutually agreed frame of reference, or what Kuhn called normal science.
th
As an example, consider the breakthrough thinking that was required in the early 20 Century. One of
the most important implications of Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity is the concept of reference frames.
As Nietzsche describes, reference frames can be considered simply as a certain point of view. So, in order to
understand the relationship between what one sees and what is going on, one needs to add, or subtract, the
12
influence of one’s own reference frame.
Therefore, logic is a useful tool but it has its limits. Reference
frames help us understand that there is a duality in nature. “The opposite of truth is not heresy,” as
Oppenheimer reminded us. It may be a different kind of truth. Each added view adds insight, as long as the
viewer understands the kind of frame that influences the perspective. Physicists Neils Bohr and Christopher
Morley cautioned us with the truism, “The opposite of a shallow truth is false; the opposite of a deep truth is
also true” (Cole 202). Logician Keith Devlin argues for a softer mathematics that incorporates metaphors as
well as formal reasoning. To really understand what it means to think rationally, mathematical logic will likely
need to join forces with psychology, sociology, biology, and even poetry. (Cole 157-164).
st
As we entered the 21 -century, the search for scientific simplicity has recently become the metric for
truth. Scientists have come to believe that the simpler model is the more likely to be truthful. Simplicity takes
the form of invariants, those aspects of nature that are truly fundamental. Invariants are defined by
symmetries, which in turn define which properties of nature are conserved (Cole 11). “These are the
selfsame symmetries that appeal to the senses in art and music and natural forms like snowflakes and
galaxies. The fundamental truths are based on symmetry, and there’s a deep kind of beauty in that,”
13
observes Cole. This search for simplicity and invariants comes at a time when physicists are encountering
the strange new world of subatomic particles and interstellar phenomena that defy Aristotelian logic,
Euclidean geometry, and Cartesian coordinates. The world of the very large and the world of the very small
seem to show scientists that there is not just one right answer for every question. It turns out that the
paradoxes of certain phenomena reveal that logic can lead to contradictory conclusions, point in different
directions at once, and violate Aristotle’s belief that one cannot be logical and contradictory at once. Modern
mathematicians have introduced us to the multi-valued, somewhat ambiguous logical construct called ‘fuzzy
logic.’ Unlike the two-valued logic of Aristotle, with its binary yes/no or true/false clarity, fuzzy logic provides a
sliding scale of grey between the extremes of black/white logic (Cole 158-171).
12
Consider how a shadow in Plato’s cave is a two-dimensional slice of a three-dimensional object. The Three-dimensional object casting
the shadow remains invariant as the shadow moves and changes form based on the light falling on the object and the background on
which it falls. However, everything we see and measure is under the influence of a reference frame. This shift in perspective allows
relationships to become clear. It allows us to see relationships between common objects that obey Newtonian physics and extrapolate
those relationships to the orbits of the planets. Conversely, failure to take into account one’s reference frame can lead to what Plato
called ‘shadows’ (Cole 192-195). As Plato warned us, when we take our reference frame for granted, we mistake it for reality.
13

Elements of Aquinas’ trinity of wholeness, proportion, and brilliance can be found in this new Aristotelian metaphysical model (Adams
116-119). It also has elements of Neoclassicism’s economic, clear, easy, mathematical plainness.
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We have become quite adept at conquering tangibles with technology. From medical science to
space travel, from instantaneous communications to automated warfare, Western science and technology
have consistently provided utility. However, when we turn to the world of the intangibles, technology and
science face definite limitations. Social problems transcend mathematical descriptions and involve emotions
that cannot be touched, measured or successfully manipulated. Theological questions transcend our three
physical dimensions of space and our one dimension of time. What exists beyond those dimensions can only
be entertained as speculation or believed through blind faith. Science is a search for truth and truth is limited
to the facts of nature that are there for observation via our senses. As a result, technology cannot emulate
human feelings and science cannot define God.
The fluid nature of scientific theories, the internally policed dogma of a paradigmatic worldview, and
the inherent subjectivity of scientific assessments only serve to weaken the idealized arguments of neutral
scientists. Of much more damage, however, is the recent series of revelations of ‘junk science’ and
deliberate fakery within the scientific community. The public has heard or read stories about scientists, even
those at prestigious institutions, such as the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, who abrogate their professional
responsibilities to repeat tests, analyze and validate raw data, and hold their colleagues responsible based on
scientific skepticism (Johnson 1-6). There seems to be too much delegation to a narrow set of experts. There
is too much polite acceptance of prestigious colleagues' claims without the required skepticism. There seems
to definitely be too much of a culture of ‘publish first’ based on limited data and assume that repeated
experiments will prove our projected case true. All of these developments seem to go against the stated
tradition of scientific skepticism.
Since the traditional scientific approach developed at a time when wealthy scientists pursued
knowledge without so many direct links to commercial institutions and in a world where instantaneous
communications were unavailable, slowing down the rush to profit and rush to publish, is it not reasonable to
ask the scientific community to re-evaluate its methods and ethics in light of the new cultural and business
realities? Since so many scientists are beholding to commercial or other funding interests and since they
have created an almost real-time communicative culture of deference to experts, should the scientific method
developed over the past 400 years be revisited in light of the harsh realities of modern society? As the
science writer Robert Pool would state it, “One must look past the technology to the broader ‘sociotechnical
system’ -- the social, political, economic, and institutional environments in which the technology develops and
operates. Modern technology is not simply the rational product of scientists and engineers that it is often
advertised to be. Look closely at any technology, from aircraft to the Internet, you’ll find that it truly makes
sense only when seen as part of a society in which it grew up” (Pool 5-9).
The Suspicions of Modern Society
That we live in a society being increasingly influenced by scientific activities and developments is a
matter beyond intelligent debate. Few would argue to the contrary. That this same technological thrust now
threatens our existence is also taken as a matter of fact. The public is increasingly concerned that the
benefits of scientific knowledge are being outweighed by our inability to control the negative consequences.
In the post September 11, 2001 world, we live with the terror of threats -- seen and unseen, actual and
predictive – that allow certain political leaders to reduce some of our individual rights and enable business
leaders to shelve their social responsibility in order to make a fast buck.
In a society where one's livelihood via either corporate employment, government grants, or academic
research publication requirements is literally what feeds scientists and their families, what institutional support
(separate from personal sacrifice based on morality) is needed so scientists will be more apt to make ethical
decisions and be rewarded rather than punished for whistle-blowing? Whistle blowers, such as David Parnas,
are admirable in that he saw the inherent danger in the objective of the SDI (Strategic Defense Initiative)
research and built a case among his peers for why "the emperor had no clothes." However, the public is
justifiably shocked to learn of the inner working of large research institutes. In the Parnas case, he seemed
constantly challenged by peers who went along with the doomed SDI research, as part of the funding game,
even though they knew the system could not work. Rationalizations, such as the government is going to
spend the money anyway, we can use the funding to advance the state of computer science, and we can
redefine the problem, seemed to be the norm (Parnas 46-52). When institutions and the scientists are bound
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to make decisions based on personal economics, what can institutions or professional societies do to
eliminate this conflict of interest between business objectives and scientific integrity?
In an era when scientific research can be used for both good or evil, as shown by biological research
for cures that could also be helpful to bio-terrorists, has the assumption of the neutrality of facts outlived it's
usefulness? As science (knowledge) and technology (applications) are increasingly intertwined, must we
consider banning certain research, not just restricting the publication of the research? And, who decides?
Arguments can be made for continuing the Australian research in mouse pox and genome
sequencing of viruses based on convincing agricultural and medical benefits that are possible derivatives of
the research (Pollack). Equally strong arguments can be made as to how publication of this research enables
terrorists or rogue states to more quickly develop weapons of mass destruction (Pollack). Does this situation
help society understand that a certain threshold must exist beyond which it is unsafe to venture in the name of
pure research? If we restrict knowledge, what makes us think that others won't eventually make similar
discoveries? Is full disclosure safer than restrictions? How does one stop Frankenstein? Does the approach
to nuclear weapons limitations provide any guidance to those in biotech?
Likewise, government initiatives to use data mining techniques to profile terrorists, corporate
monitoring of employees’ computer use, and Internet commerce sites routinely capturing and selling personal
preference information are merely a few of the similarities between America in 2003 and George Orwell’s
Oceana of 1984. We live in a culture that is quickly moving toward a paperless and faceless society.
However, the faceless or non-human contact of our Information Age only enhances our vulnerability.
Our economy requires identification numbers, credit records, medical, dental, educational, criminal, and family
14
records to be stored, matched, updated, and archived by computers. Dependency upon databanks is not an
indictment of those sources, per se. However, the ultimate threat to privacy and distortions of reality revolve
around the use of our files by agencies to judge our creditworthiness, our insurability, our employability,
educatability, and our desirability as neighbors or tenants. This creates an enormous potential risk to the
privacy and accuracy of our personal records in databanks, nationwide. Even more disturbing, Accenture and
HNC Software are building a profiling system designed to analyze airline passenger living arrangements,
travel patterns, real estate history, demographics, financial, and other personal information to prepare a threat
15
index that can be compared to a terrorist profile (Rosen 2-3). However, through maliciousness or accident
we may become a perceived threat or at least an undesirable.
Over forty years ago, George Orwell, wrote a scathing attack on the tendency of modern societies to
erode privacy in his prophetic novel, Nineteen Eighty-Four. His totalitarian world of Oceania drew a striking
resemblance to his world of 1948 and our world of 2003. In Oceania, individual ignorance was strength.
Today in America, citizens leave the decisions up to the politicians and experts who “have better data.” The
prevailing aristocracy of Oceana is not one of "old money" or family ties, rather, as in America today, it is one
made up of global corporations, technocrats, trade associations, money managers, and media
conglomerates. In his interview with the billionaire chairman of Oracle, Larry Ellison, New York Times
reporter Jeffrey Rosen noted, “As Ellison spoke, it occurred to me that he was proposing to reconstruct
America’s national security strategy along the lines of Oracle’s business model,” one of consolidating
hundreds of separate databases into a single database on the Internet (Rosen 7). Oceania's “The Party”
complacently used surveillance techniques like the omnipresent telescreens that watch every waking,
sleeping, and even excreting action. In the post-9/11 America, video surveillance is commonplace (Lessig 8).
ID badges can track one’s movements in buildings (Rosen 4). ADT’s GPS system can track humans the way
Lojack tracks cars (Saphir, New York Times, Letter to the Editor, 3/16/2000). Every web site that is visited
and every email that is sent or received can be monitored (Guernsey 1-3). To ‘The Party,’ reality is not
external. "Not in the individual mind, which can make mistakes, and in any case soon perishes; only in the
mind of ‘The Party,’ which is collective and immortal," as the interrogator O'Brien insists.
We live in a world where our 2003 is not as overtly totalitarian as Orwell's 1984, but every electronic
signature, fingerprint, or transaction record we leave is a non-transitory record that is more easily monitored,
more cheaply searched, transparent to the person being searched, and can lead to the erosion of personal
privacy (Lessig 7-12). Orwell's Unperson was an accurate foreshadowing of our dilemma.
14
There is no other alternative. Today's economy runs on plastic credit cards. Even if you offer to prepay the rate in cash, just try to rent a car
without a credit card.
15
Stanford Law professor Lawrence Lessig notes that the profiles are bound to be inaccurate because the sample of known terrorists is small
(Rosen 3).
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As we dash into the electronic society, with written records and receipts fading into the "inaccuracy of
individual memories," as Orwell's Party would state it, the reality of our transactions, our lives, and the lives of
others become flexible. From the bureaucracy's perspective, our reality exists at its discretion. As such,
society will increasingly hold in disdain those engineers who provide a host of excuses from, "If I don't,
someone else will,” to "Guns don't kill people, people kill people,” to "I'm not responsible for how politicians
use my research,” to "I'll leave it to the theologians.” Such answers are reprehensible cop-outs in an attempt
to justify either blood money or an archaic claim on unfettered academic freedom.

Traditional Claims of Scientific and Engineering Neutrality are Archaic
The raging debate centers around what can be done to alleviate these threats and who should bear
the responsibility for implementing solutions. After all, when the threat of biological genocide due to a
genetically engineered mutant virus having escaped a pharmaceutical laboratory confronts humanity, who is
to blame? When our entire civilization hangs on a fifteen-minute thermonuclear missile flight-time thread, are
scientists or politicians the culprits? Those whose education or tastes have confined them to the humanities
protest that scientists alone are to blame. Scientists say, with equal contempt, that humanists, politicians, and
the ‘commercializers’ cannot wash their hands of blame because they have not done anything to help direct a
society whose ills grow worse from, not only error, but also inaction (Bronowski, 5).
As scientist and philosopher Jacob Bronowski points out, there is no comfort in such bickering.
Neither solves the problem. Bronowski states,
"There is no more threatening and no more degrading doctrine than the fancy that somehow
we may shelve the responsibility for making decisions of our society by passing it to a few
scientists armored with a special magic" (Bronowski 6).
For indeed, "…it should make us shiver whenever we hear a man of sensibility dismiss
science as someone else's concern. The world today is made, it is powered by science; and
for any man to abdicate an interest in science is to walk with open eyes toward slavery "
(Bronowski 6).
Do scientists and engineers have a responsibility to society, and if so, what is that responsibility?
16
Humanity's needs, wants, and desires are realized through technology. After all, the traditional idealized
argument has been that it is not the knowledge of nuclear fission that scares us; it is its application that plays
on our paranoia. We have been encouraged to believe that it is one thing for the biologist to know how to
perform gene splicing, but it is quite another for biological engineers to actually create harmful forms of life.
Therefore one might be tempted to conclude that engineers and applied scientists bear most of the
responsibility for our precarious tottering on the abyss of destruction. Do they?
This debate around the role of scientists and engineers as ethical social agents has been around for
ages. Nearly fifty years ago, Bronowski reinforced the basic argument that scientists have a responsibility to
humanity. Bronowski stated that the dilemma of today (1956) is not that human values could not control a
mechanical science. It was the opposite: "The scientific spirit is more human than the machinery of
governments.” He saw scientists as belonging to a community that fosters free critical thinking and tolerance
– just the characteristics needed by our troubled society. Bronowski argued that science is a human activity
and is practiced by “very human” scientists. Although he believed that the facts produced by science are
neutral, science as a human activity is not neutral. With this established, he advocated a role for scientists as
educators of the public on the positives and negatives of new discoveries. Bronowski shunned the idea of
scientists as governors and plead for an adoption of the scientific ethic by world leaders (Bronowski 71).
The late Dr. Bronowski eloquently and logically argued his points. He showed us that scientists are
as fully human as artists and, as such, they display a full range of creative genius. Being human, however,
means that scientists can no more shirk their responsibility to improve our lot than politicians. His argument,
that scientists have a crucial responsibility (for which they are uniquely trained) to make the public fully aware
16

Science in its purest sense is a semi-neutral activity. Scientists search for truth and as a result get neutral facts. It is technology, that draws
upon our biases.
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of the implications of their work, should serve to bring the ‘overly tunnel-visioned’ researcher back into the
realm of political activist and citizen.
According to Bronowski, no longer do scientists have a right to hide behind the veil of scientific
neutrality. They must participate in decision making as full partners with the public.
Twenty years ago, Mount Holyoke College Professor Anna J. Harrison presented an interesting case
for the expert scientific consultant and against the expert scientific witness in technology decision-making.
The, then, president of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, Harrison contended that
the integrity of scientists was called into question when an individual accepts the role of witness for a
contending party. When this happens the role of that individual necessarily becomes that of marshalling
scientific knowledge to support the position of a contending party. She viewed scientific experts as, by
definition, biased and therefore advocated a restriction of their role to that of consultant.
This consultant role was consistent with Harrison's belief that, since technology necessarily involved a
negative impact regardless of its positive impact, should be governed by an enlightened public. She stated:
"My experience has been that, in endeavouring to communicate relevant scientific knowledge
to individuals who have limited backgrounds in science, these individuals can comprehend
the information very quickly if they understand the nature of scientific knowledge” (Harrison
123).
From this perspective, Harrison saw the role of scientists as educators of the public and as consultants to
special interest groups. In a fashion similar to Bronowski's argument, Professor Harrison once again stressed
the importance of scientists coming out of their labs to participate in the decision-making processes of
technical innovation by helping the public decide on socially appropriate courses of action.
In 1984, Joel Yellin, then Senior Research Scientist at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
proposed a system of expert advisors who would help create a deeper emphasis on the principle of public
participation in technological decisions. Yellin saw the growing use of experts in government agencies and the
delegation of public responsibility to these agency experts as being a serious threat to representative
government. In an argument similar to his contemporary, Anna Harrison, Yellin conceded that administrators
of agencies such as the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) have far broader responsibilities than initially
envisioned by politicians. They are called upon to assure worker health and safety, to protect and improve air
and water quality, and to guarantee the safety of complex engineering systems. They also must predict the
long-term consequences of major industrial and government decisions which, increasingly involve
technological innovation that results in social changes which surpass the capacity of the general public to
absorb these changes, not to mention understand all aspects of the technology. Yellin conceded the
necessity for technical experts but warned of the dangers of the professional technocrat (Yellin 126).
His solution placed the scientist on a representative advisory board formed by the public with
competence and the public interest as its chief operating rules. With Yellin, we saw yet another argument for
responsible scientists participating in technical decisions rather than merely allowing the stated neutrality of
science to cause an abandonment of this responsibility to professional bureaucrats.
It seems that there has been at least adequate verbal support among the scientific community to
encourage an active role by scientists in the decision-making processes of new technology implementation.
Certainly it is no longer adequate for scientists to lock themselves in their laboratories and blindly search for
‘neutral’ facts. Skillen, Bronowski, Harrison, and Yellin had a common thread running through their viewpoints
-- science may or may not be neutral, depending upon which semantics one wants to adopt, but scientists are
not, and should not be neutral.
In more recent times, Stanford professor Robert McGinn described several ethical problems facing
st
modern 21 Century engineering practitioners. These problems include execution problems, such as unfair
distribution of benefits and costs, the fear of whistle blowing, and lack of consideration of long-term effects.
He also described communication problems, such as fraud and misrepresentation (McGinn, Ethics 18-26).
Scientists and engineers have also erred by having misplaced loyalties. They have become servants to
organizations rather than to the public. The basic canons of professional ethics have been subverted to gain
employment and to preserve national power structures. Ian Barbour sees the danger, not in technology as
such, but in uncritical preoccupation with technological goals and methods (Barbour 65). Some of the less
enlightened engineers have fostered a gee-whiz attitude of applying technology either for technology's sake
or for the short-term profits of employers.
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The ethical issues go beyond prevention of government and business abuses, one must demand a
higher standard of those who are carelessly irresponsible technologists, who participate in nuclear
proliferation, treat chemical plant safety as an add-on, risk the lives of Space Shuttle crews by knowingly
launching against the better judgement of experts, and develop such technologies as computerized ‘spyware.’
In a complex modern technological society, one whose interconnected systems threaten to spin out of control,
we must collectively ask technologists, “.. are you living up to the proper engineering codes of ethics or have
you delegated your responsibility to business interests and government ideologues? Rosen’s interview of
Oracle executives indicated a profound lack of ownership of ‘policy issues,’ such as the balance between
privacy and security. As Tim Hoechst, a senior vice president of Oracle, is quoted as stating, “At Oracle, we
leave that to our customers to decide. We become a little stymied when we start talking about the ‘should
wes’ and ‘whys’ and the ‘hows,’ because it’s not our expertise” (Rosen 5-6).
As an example of the types of traditional codes of ethics, occasionally (and sometimes routinely)
ignored by technologists, consider the following from twenty years ago:
• The National Society of Professional Engineers declares itself "to hold paramount the
safety, health and welfare of the public" in the performance of their professional
duties. (Martin 294).
17
• The Engineers' Council for Professional Development declares that engineers must
"uphold and advance the integrity, honor, and dignity of the profession by using their
knowledge and skill for the enhancement of human welfare" (Martin 300).
• The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers declares that its members must
"protect the safety, health and welfare of the public and speak out against abuses in
these areas affecting the public interest (Martin 302).
To the engineering profession we ask, "Are you following your own professed ethics when you build a
dump nuclear waste?" Such shortsightedness can cause permanent damage to the environment, to
children's lives, and our survival as a people.
In the past the actions of individuals or single industries or even single nations mattered little to the
outcome of the world. Modern technology is quantitatively more pervasive in society and leads to quantum
changes in the qualitative influences of technology. "The rifle wiped out the buffalo, but nuclear weapons can
wipe out mankind," as Mesthene states (Mesthene 25). We have a whole new generation of weapons,
microbes, and chemicals that can influence the future of the planet. With this established, scientists and
engineers must go back to their professed ethics. They must stop developing the technology of destruction.
From this perspective, engineers and scientists must be part of the decision-making process.
Engineers as a group and as individuals have special responsibilities as citizens, which go beyond those of
non-engineer citizens. “All citizens have an obligation to devote some of their time and energies to public
policy matters. Minimal requirements for everyone are to stay informed about issues that can be voted on,
while stronger obligations arise for those who by professional background are well grounded in specific issues
as well as for those who have the time to train themselves as public advocates," as put forth by Philosopher
Mike Martin and Engineer Roland Schizinger (Martin 29l). In addition, Paul Goodman notes that “as a moral
philosopher, a technician should be able to criticize the programs given him (her) to implement" (Martin 1).
So, we see that technologists should accept more responsibility for the implications of technologies
on humanity. Their loyalty needs to be to humanity, not just to their employers or their governments. We have
seen that their professions support this concept (at least verbally). The scientific values of truth, objectivity,
dissent, independence, respect, and supranationality, coupled with the engineering ethic of serving the benefit
of humanity, could solve many of our most pressing problems. But, as with any bold challenge, the first step
must be taken by the technologists, not the politicians. The predicament in which society now finds itself
requires a stop to buck-passing rhetoric in favor of a re-examination of the social responsibility of engineers
and scientists and a wholesale renewal of their ethical canons.

17

Renamed the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET) in 1981.
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The Ethical Path Forward
Traditional Ethics of “Do No Harm” vs. the Ethics of “Do the Most Good” - Maximize the most just
distribution of benefits
Traditional professional society codes of ethics cite a series of actions and practices that a
professional engineer or scientists should not engage in. It is a “thou shalt not” approach to ethics. Citing
ii
what one cannot do is tantamount to applying a deontological top’s down approach to ethics. Most codes are
so general that they rarely give the practitioner any tangible guidance as to how research and development
should be performed and the deontological admonitions give the practitioner a mistaken belief that, perhaps,
one can perform any task that is not explicitly prohibited. Since most codes are non-binding and only the
most glaring of offences become publicly known, very little guidance is offered to the engineer who wants to
work in the spirit of best practices.
To this end, Stanford’s Robert McGinn has identified a series of Fundamental Moral Responsibilities
(FMRE) that provide a much more concrete and proactive approach to engineering ethics (McGinn, Moral
Responsibilities 6-19). Those FMREs include:
o

FMRE1 – Not act in any way that one knows (or should have known) will harm (or pose an
unreasonable risk of harming) the public interest.

o

FMRE2 – To try to prevent (or prevent the repetition of) preventable harm (or the creation of an
unreasonable risk of harm) from being done to the public interest.

o

FMRE3 – Assure that all parties likely to bear non-trivial risks from one’s engineering work are
adequately informed about them upstream and given a realistic chance to give or withhold their
consent to their subsequent imposition.

o

FMRE4 – Work to the best of the engineer’s ability to serve the legitimate business interests and
objectives of the employer or client.

From these FMREs, there are certain Derived Moral Responsibilities (DMR) advocated by McGinn that include:
• Disclose to the employer or client any unrecognised options,
• Help the employer or client reach a clarified definition of problems originally presented to the
engineer in distorted form,
• Insure that all prerequisite conditions for the safe operation of a technology transferred from a
more to a less developed society are satisfied,
• Be wary of paradigm overshooting as regards the use of analytical methods in innovative
engineering contexts,
• Establish a precautionary organizational culture as regards the formal approval of integrity-related
product changes,
• Assure in engineering work akin to social experimentation, that human subjects likely to be put at
risk of harm are informed about those risks and given a meaningful opportunity to give or withhold
consent to their imposition.
These moral responsibilities provide a paradigm shift away from merely cost reduction or harm reduction to a
combination of maximization of benefits within the context of minimizing harm. From a quantitative analysis
perspective, McGinn is proposing the optimisation of two simultaneous equations (Anderson 350-352, 372373):
o Maximax – Select the decision that maximizes the maximum payoff (do the most good for the most
people).
o Minimax Regret – Minimize the maximum regret, or opportunity loss, associated with a decision (do
no harm).
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This is an improvement over traditional approaches that minimize harm (regret) or maximize profit
(payoff), but rarely attempt to do both.
Revisiting the Top-Down Claims of “Rights Holders”
Many of today’s ethical controversies can be traced back to an archaic set of assumptions regarding
the rights of stakeholders. These rights often were developed at a time when the economic, social, and
environmental conditions made their individual applications less of a problem than today. We live in a society
that rapidly diffuses technology, each with intended and aggregative unintended consequences on the well
being of society, to an increasing number of rights claimants who each exercises the maximalist uses of
technology. This ultimately leads to the destruction of the commons and degrades the overall social fabric.
As such, the rights of stakeholders must, at a minimum be bounded by the constraints of the modern
technological society and, in certain special cases, be restricted.
McGinn argues that,
“An acceptable theory of rights in contemporary technological society must be able to take on
board the implications of their exercise in a context in which a rapidly changing, potent
technological arsenal is diffused throughout a populous, materialistic, democratic society.
Use of such a technological arsenal by a large and growing number of rights holders has
considerable potential for diluting or diminishing societal quality of life. Indeed, insistence on
untrammelled, entitled use of potent or pervasive ‘technics’ by a large number of individuals
can be self-defeating, e.g., by yielding a state of social affairs incompatible with other social
goals whose realization the group also highly values” (McGinn, Technology, 14-15).
In cases where unbounded rights of a pre-technical era are extended to individuals and their actions,
18
in aggregate, harm society, McGinn builds a convincing case for restricting those rights (McGinn,
Technology, 14-15). Among the conditions for restriction are:
• If the very existence of society is called into question
• If continued social functioning is threatened
• If some natural resource vital to society is threatened
• If a seriously debilitating financial cost is imposed on society
• If some significant aesthetic, cultural, historical, or spiritual value to a people is jeopardized, or
• If some highly valued social amenity would be seriously damaged

18
As a demonstrative example, consider the example of human cloning for reproductive and therapeutic
reason. There is no compelling reason to apply scarce, rationed medical research funds to reproductive cloning\,
especially since there are other means of child bearing that are available for most people, including IVF, related egg
donation, surrogate mothers, and adoption. The number of people not able to use theses means is relatively small, in
comparison to the proposed opportunity cost of medical research for reproductive cloning. In addition, the needs of
existing life with promising social potential trumps the potential needs of potential life. However, there is a negative right,
not to be prevented from reproducing. This negative right does not automatically imply an unbounded positive right to be
provided medical assistance to reproduce by all possible means and at any unbounded social cost.
Alternatively, There is a compelling reason to pursue therapeutic cloning (somatic nuclear transfer) to better
understand the genetic makeup of disease and to research whether rejection-free transplantable organs can be grown in
the laboratory. This positively impacts millions of people, is a better use of scarce medical research funds, and does the
most good while minimizing the most harm. In addition, research can be performed under strict oversight, including ethics
review panels, informed consent, registration of practitioners, a shared database of research results, and stiff legal
penalties for misuse.
There may be indirect positive benefits to reproductive cloning as well. If indirect benefits to reproductive
cloning occur as a result of therapeutic cloning research, there is no compelling reason to prevent use of this research to
further advance reproductive cloning. As a matter of casual observation, the current arguments against reproductive
cloning are weak. They are based on deontological reasoning, employ worst case scenarios, and pander to fear and
subjective “revulsions.” The same social results can occur through natural childbirth and child rearing.
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Build the ethics into the product design process
A new way of thinking about technologies and engineer design is in its early stages. The new
scientific understanding of life based on non-linear dynamics, or complexity theory, combined with some
spectacular technological failures and risks, are forcing the technology community to re-evaluate design goals
so that they can be more consistent with the principles of organization that nature has evolved to sustain the
web of life (Capra, Hidden Connections xix). There is a movement to build ecologically sustainable
communities, designed in such a way that their technologies and social institutions – their material and social
structures – do not interfere with nature’s inherent ability to sustain life,” observes physicist Fritjof Capra.
Since the network is one of the most basic patterns of organization among living things, and since,
increasingly, the most problematic technological systems to manage are complex networks – global
automated financial trading, the decentralized ubiquitous Internet, space vehicular systems, untested and
unintended consequences of genetic engineering in live environments – extending the systematic
understanding of life to the social domain means applying our knowledge of life’s basic patterns and principles
of organization, and specifically our understanding of living networks, to social reality (Capra, Hidden
Connections 81).
Robert Pool observes that engineers do not think of what they do in social terms. However, as
technologies become more complex, engineers will find it increasingly necessary to take human performance
and, eventually, organizational factors into account in their designs (Pool 287). For example, Pool argues in
favor of high reliability organizations that build safety into the systems and processes from the start, rather
than adding it on as an afterthought. Pool argues for a design approach that accepts that people make
mistakes and that organizations get sloppy and takes those factors into account in the engineering process.
This is in stark contrast to the machine-centered philosophy of engineering, where one designs a plant so that
it does its job efficiently, then expect people and organizations to adapt to it. (Pool 280). Likewise, Lawrence
Kanous of Detroit Edison castigated the electric power industry in the post-Three Mile Island reviews, for
paying “insufficient attention to the human side of such systems since most designers are hardware-oriented.
They focus on what is important to the physical functioning of the machine and assume that the human
operators are adaptable” (Pool 283).
When it comes to complex systems, the emphasis needs to be on making operators of technology
more effective, instead of making machines more effective. The industry should consider systems that inform
humans, in great and varied detail, rather than blindly automate and delegate important and risky operations
to machines. “Creating such informed systems is an expensive process, one that is difficult to justify for such
safe and mature technologies as coal-fired power plants. But nuclear plants are a different matter,” notes
Pool (Pool 285). Likewise, chemical engineers need to see their design goal not simply as maximizing yield,
but as finding a process with an acceptable yield that also minimizes pollution and safety hazards (Pool 291).
The alternative is clear, according to Pool.
“Yet if any lesson emerges from the studies of organizations and risk, it is that
skimping on safety has been the root of many of our most horrible accidents. There is
the Bhopal tragedy, with its inactivated safety equipment, poor training, and inadequate
staffing. NASA’s problems leading up to the Challenger explosion [and one might add,
the recent fiery Columbia re-entry] can be traced to pressures to produce quickly on an
inadequate budget. The 1974 crash of a Turkish Airlines DC-10, which killed 346 people
on board, was the result of a penny-wise, pound-foolish approach to safety. If we are
unwilling to invest in safety and to keep on investing for as long as we insist on using
hazardous technologies, then our Faustian bargains will certainly prove to be no bargains
at all” (Pool 277).
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Conclusion
Our technology is causing social changes at a tremendous rate. The destructiveness of modern
weaponry has outpaced our social ability to cooperate. As Pool observes,
“For better or worse, technology has changed. Our days of innocence, when
machines were solely a product of larger-than-life inventors and hard-working engineers,
are gone. Increasingly, technology will be a joint effort, with its design shaped not only by
engineers and executives, but also psychologists, politicians, political scientists,
management theorists, risk specialists, regulators, courts, and the general public. It will
not be a neat system. It is probably not the best system. But, given the power and
complexity of modern technology, it is likely to be our only choice” (Pool 305).
Scientists and engineers have a history of cooperation on their side. They can be the vanguard of a
total international movement to save humanity. If they do not, our lease on the future may be unrenewable.
The great scholar Alfred North Whitehead delivered a series of lectures in 1925 in which he warned us of the
danger of non-cooperation.
"During the past three generations, the exclusive direction of attention has been
a disaster of the first magnitude. The watchwords of the nineteenth century have been
struggle for existence, competition, class warfare, commercial antagonism between
nations, and military warfare. The struggle for existence has been construed into a gospel
of hate. However, successful organisms are those that modify their environment so as to
assist each other. A species of microbes that kills the forest also exterminates itself.
In the history of the world the prize has not gone to those species which
specialized in methods of violence, or even in defensive armour. In fact, nature began
with producing animals encased in hard shells for defense against the ills of life. It also
experimented with size. But smaller animals, without external armour, warm-blooded,
sensitive, and alert, have cleared these monsters off the face of the earth. Also, the lions
and tigers are not the successful species. There is something in the ready use of force
which defeats its own object. Its main defect is that it bars cooperation.
Every organism requires an environment of friendship. The Gospel of Force is
incompatible with a social life" (Whitehead 259).
Humans would fare much better if we follow the lessons of nature. Cooperation and a moral use of
our non-neutral technology are the key ingredients to the success of the human organism. Enlightened
scientists and engineers might teach us this lesson. It is reasonable to contend that the scientific ethic is the
doctrine that should be embraced as an idealized goal and that engineers and other technologists can be the
agents of success. As we embrace the idealized ethics of science and engineering, one needs to walk down
this path with a clear understanding of limits, biases, and a neo-consequentalist view of the social implications
of technical innovation. One hopes that renewed emphases on ethical decision-making and product designs
might be accompanied by professional codes of ethics with ‘teeth.’ For the most sensitive and risky
technologies, professional engineering and scientific societies might need to evolve to function much more
like their parallels in law, medicine, and pharmacy, where those professions are governed by and licensed
under the conditions set forth by the professional societies.
Regardless of the organizational path, scientists and engineers who insist upon declaring themselves
neutral are, in effect, unethical. As that 1960s mantra succinctly stated, “If you are not part of the solution, you
are part of the problem.”
“It does not require a clever brain to destroy life. In fact any fool can do that.
But it takes brains – and extraordinarily brilliant brains to create conditions for human happiness
and to make life worth living.”
- Kwame Nkrumah
Speech at the Academy of Sciences, Accra, Ghana
November 30, 1963
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Supplementary Case – Digital Rights Management and the Content Piracy Battle
The DRM Controversy
The Internet offers music, video, and book lovers virtually limitless possibilities. Digital technology
brings media to a wider public, affords niche artists access to their audiences, makes our vast
entertainment heritage widely available, and distributes old, new and unusual media at affordable prices.
Unfortunately, the Internet also gives content pirates a new weapon.
Within the Internet culture of unlicensed use, theft of intellectual property is rampant. The music
business and its artists are the most prominent victims, and ultimately consumers suffer also. Unauthorized
Internet music archive sites (using multiple formats, such as .wav files, or MP3 files) provide illegal sound
recordings online to anyone with a personal computer. Music can be downloaded and played indefinitely,
without authorization of or compensation to the artists. Other music pirates use the Internet to peddle illegal
CDs.
According to the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA), “Because of the nature of the
theft, the damage is difficult to calculate but not hard to envision. Millions of dollars are at stake. Many
individuals see nothing wrong with downloading an occasional song or even an entire CD off the Internet,
despite the fact it is illegal under recently enacted federal legislation. “
As the preamble to the recently held UC Berkeley Center for Law and Technology’s conference on
Digital Rights Management introduced the subject,
“Music is being released on copy-protected CDs, movies on encrypted and regionencoded DVDs, and Congress is considering the mandate of technological protection for
digital television. The next generation of information distribution will be defined by the
purchase of rights to receive digital content for a set of defined and controlled uses.
Digital Rights Management (DRM) systems are the technological measures built into the
hardware or software of home computers, digital televisions, stereo equipment, and
portable devices in order to manage the relationships between users and protected
expression.”
As technological solutions increasingly interact and even supersede the laws of intellectual property,
privacy, and contract law, it is imperative for everyone from lawyers, technologists, and policy-makers to
artists and consumers to re-evaluate society’s notions of purchase rights, copyright protection’s scope, and
fair use in the context of the new realities of modern technically-enabled society.
If an ethical software engineer is working on the controversial DRM technology in the superheated
battle of rhetoric and lawsuits between the entertainment industry, commercial pirates, and nuisance noncommercial pirates in college dorm rooms, what is one to do? The competing interests that need to be
satisfied include: (a) content owners, who have the right to withhold their content until payment is received,
and who are the customers and source of revenue for the software engineer’s company, (b) shareholders,
who expect maximization of profits, (c) Fair Use claimants, who have the federal law on their side, and (e)
the public consumer, who applies a property rights model based on physical, hard-to-copy, hard-todistribute media of a bygone era to the highly fluid digital media of today.
Stakeholders’ Interests -- Arguments for DRM:
The RIAA is a trade association whose members create, manufacture and/or distribute
approximately 90% of all legitimate sound recordings produced and sold in the United States. The AntiPiracy division of the RIAA investigates the illegal production and distribution of sound recordings. RIAA’s
position is that,
“Many do not understand the significant negative impact of piracy on the music
industry. Though it would appear that record companies are still making their money and
that artists are still getting rich, these impressions are mere fallacies. Each sale by a
pirate represents a lost legitimate sale, thereby depriving not only the record company of
profits, but also the artist, producer, songwriter, publisher, retailer, … and the list goes on.
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The consumer is the ultimate victim, as pirated product is generally poorly manufactured
and does not include the superior sound quality, artwork, and insert information included
in legitimate product. Consumers also lose because the shortcut savings enjoyed by
pirates drive up the costs of legitimate product for everyone. Plus, good luck returning a
pirated tape or CD when the quality is inferior or the product is defective, as it often is.
Honest retailers (who back up the products they sell) lose because they can’t compete
with the prices offered by illegal vendors. Less business means fewer jobs, jobs often
filled by young adults.” (RIAA Website: Position on Piracy)
RIAA believes that the principle that the work that one has created belongs to the creator and
should be controlled by the creator is as timeless as it is global. Around the world, this principle is encoded
in law. The industry’s goal is to make the Internet a legitimate marketplace for sound recordings, and that
can’t happen unless artist and record company rights are respected.
The renowned film director George Lucas puts it this way, “There is no free lunch. No matter how
free its seems someone is paying for it. In the end, when someone gets ripped off or someone is getting
something for free, someone else is getting screwed” (Speech at 2003 COMDEX). The prevailing view
among content owners, creators, and studio executives is that:
• Digital content (e.g., music, movies) won’t really be secure until DRMs are in all digital media
systems (including general purpose computers)
• The computer/software industry has resisted “voluntary” standards on DRMs
• Standards are essential to ensure interoperability among various vendors DRMs
•Broadband deployment has arguably been hindered by threat of “piracy,” so stronger legal
protection is necessary.
Our goal is … “protecting content against theft and illegal redistribution, while protecting the thrilling
advances and digital abilities to which we are accustomed,” notes Peter Chernin, President & COO, News
Corporation Chairman and CEO of the Fox Group (Keynote speech at 2003 COMDEX).
DRM provides a comfort level to studio executives and enables powerful new business models that
allow content owners and product developers to offer greater choice and pricing options to their customer
base. The alternative, according to Lucas, is that “…only safe movies will get made, movies with mass
appeal that distributors feel are likely to make money. Smaller, art, experimental, or even films like Star
Wars would simply not get made, let alone distributed” (Speech at 2003 COMDEX).
Stakeholders’ Interests -- Arguments Against DRM:
Property Rights
Referring to DRM’s ability to limit copies to a specific number (including zero) and limit the devices
on which a CD or DVD may be played, Julie Cohen of the Georgetown University Law Center observes
that, “DRM systems impose restrictions on what individuals can do in the privacy of their homes with copies
of works they’ve paid for.” (Cohen 47) She continues, “Direct functionality restrictions intrude on the
seclusion, or ‘private space,’ that long-established social practice reserves to the individual or family, while
forcing changes in a set of behaviors within that space.” (Cohen 48)
SRI cryptographer Drew Dean asks thorny questions for lawyers, such as:
- What does it mean to “own” something that I’m not allowed to understand how it works?
- Am I responsible for what my computer does without my knowledge?
Free Speech
Corley, a Norwegian teenager who also edits a hacker’s magazine, wrote a program, DeCSS, to
bypass CSS, the protection technology, and posted it on the Internet. He claimed a First Amendment right
to post or link because DeCSS was a controversial issue of public importance. Corley also claimed that
DeCSS is speech that he has a right to utter under the First Amendment. Corley claimed the Digital
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Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) was unconstitutional because it was not narrowly tailored to achieve a
substantial government purpose.
Fair Use
Critics argue that, because DRMs enforce a strict set of rules, those rules overreach the established
doctrine of Fair Use, which allows copying for academic, research, criticism, backup, archival, and noncommercial sampling purposes. For example, the U.S Copyright Act of 1976 (17 USC) lists four
nonexclusive factors courts must balance in determining whether a particular use is fair. They are:
o The purpose and character of the use
o The nature of the copyrighted work
o The amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole,
and
o The effect of the use on the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work.
Chilling Effect on Cryptographic Research
Boston College Law School Professor Joseph Liu argues that the DMCA will have a non-trivial
impact on the conditions under which such research takes place by:
•
Limiting who can conduct research
•
Imposing additional hurdles before research
•
Limit free communication about research
•
Limit avenues for publication
•
Require notice and disclosure of results
•
Affect content of published work
Abuse of Privacy
According to the ACM, “Computing and communication technology enables the collection and
exchange of personal information on a scale unprecedented in the history of civilization. Thus there is
increased potential for violating the privacy of individuals and groups” (ACM Code of Ethics). Cohen argues
that DRM systems are capable of reporting back to the copyright owners the activities of individual users.
Such reporting may occur as part of a pay-per-use arrangement for access to the work or independent
payment terms. It could also be designed to report attempts to make unauthorized copies or determine
which software programs a user is running. “In Western culture, information about intellectual activity has
long been regarded as fundamentally private, both for reasons related to individual dignity and because of
the powerful chilling effect that disclosure of intellectual preferences would produce,” notes Cohen (Cohen
47-48).
Open Public Debate
Princeton’s Ed Felton argues, “Important public policy questions depend on understanding
technology. [This is] especially true right now for DRM. Bans on understanding technology cripple the public
debate about these issues” (Felton).
Other IT industry arguments common among DRM opponents include:
• It would prevent many beneficial uses of IT
• It would add expense to IT systems
• It would undermine system performance
• Would retard innovation & investment in IT
• It may make systems more vulnerable to hacking (DRM = “break once, break everywhere”
system)
• The government & content industry shouldn’t dictate how the IT industry builds its products.
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As a result, UC Berkeley law professor Pamela Samuelson has asked the fundamental question in
a paper by the same name, DRM {AND/OR/VS.} LAW. Is DRM a copyright enforcement mechanism? Is
DRM as an alternative mechanism to copyright law whereby industry standard-setting processes act as
alternatives to law? Is DRM a means to override the law, for example, as a way for content owners to
override Fair Use, First Sale, and Public Domain principles? She also argues that the law can be a means
to control DRM, e.g., require privacy protection and build in Fair Use capabilities (Samuelson 41-45).
The Facts
19

Piracy is a Problem for the Content Industry

Intellectual property piracy accounted for 20 million pirated optical discs seized and 4.5 million
pirated videos seized in 2000 (MPAA). Illegal copies are also made from legitimate advance screening and
marketing copies, from illicit duplicating facilities, camcording in movie theatres, and though rare, theatrical
print theft from couriers or facilities. Pirates steal from cable and satellite signals with circumvention
devices, such as DeCSS, Macrovision defeaters, and black boxes. The most notable press goes to Napster
(defunct), Kazaa, Limewire, Gnutella, and Morpheous, which enable free downloads of media from Internet
FTP sites or via file swapping utilities.
In a brazen press release, Sharman Networks “ …celebrated its 200 millionth download of Kazaa
Media Desktop (KMD) on Tuesday 11th March. This further secures its position as the number one peer-topeer software application in the world. The most downloaded, the largest number of users and the fastest
growth. The first big leap for Kazaa Media Desktop was its 100 millionth download in August 2002. Now, 7
months later over 200 million copies of KMD have been grabbed from Download.com. And we're not
stopping here. We are currently working on some new features which will take us towards the next 100
million.”
However, a federal court recently ruled that similar peer-to-peer file-sharing software programs
Grokster and Morpheus do not infringe upon copyrights, instead placing the criminal burden on individual
users of the software.
The impact on entertainment industry revenues is significant. The MPAA estimates $3 billion in
annual revenues were lost by the US motion picture industry. Piracy upsets carefully planned release
schedules. For example, Star Wars: Episode 1 – The Phantom Menace had much lower Asian attendance
because of earlier US piracy. RIAA estimates the music industry loses about $4.2 billion to piracy
worldwide and $300 million a year domestically. The music industry loses more than $1 billion per year
from the illegal activities conducted in the world’s four leading pirate marketplaces — Brazil, China, Russia
and Mexico.
According to Universal Music Group’s VP Asset Management, Jonathan Bender, at the 2003 Digital
Content Delivery Conference, even though UMG held a 28% share of worldwide music distribution in 2002
19
The pirate’s credo is still the same--why pay for it when it’s so easy to steal? The credo is as wrong as it ever was.
Stealing is still illegal, unethical, and all too frequent in today’s digital age. According to the RIAA, "Piracy" generally
refers to the illegal duplication and distribution of sound recordings. There are four specific categories of music piracy:
•
Pirate recordings are the unauthorized duplication of only the sound of legitimate recordings, as opposed to all
the packaging, i.e. the original art, label, title, sequencing, combination of titles etc. This includes mixed tapes
and compilation CDs featuring one or more artists.
•
•
Counterfeit recordings are unauthorized recordings of the prerecorded sound as well as the unauthorized
duplication of original artwork, label, trademark and packaging.
•
Bootleg recordings (or underground recordings) are the unauthorized recordings of live concerts, or musical
broadcasts on radio or television.
•
• Online piracy is the unauthorized uploading of a copyrighted sound recording and making it available to the
public, or downloading a sound recording from an Internet site, even if the recording isn't resold. Online piracy
may now also include certain uses of "streaming" technologies from the Internet.

•
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(30% share of new releases), it experienced a decline of 20% in CD units over the past three years, due to
in part to free downloads and burns. But, he also acknowledged that other factors, such as competition for
disposable income of young consumers, ageing demographics, and new, incompatible audio formats also
contributed to the problem.
The music industry is fighting back with seizures, raids, arrests and convictions. According to RIAA:
o More than 230 distribution operations were raided in 2001, compared to approximately 100 in
2000.
o More than 145 manufacturing operations were raided in 2001, compared to approximately 50 in
2000.
o 2.8 million unauthorized CD-Rs were seized, compared to 1.6 million in 2000.
o 21 million labels were seized, compared to 3.5 million last year.
o Search warrants were up 74 percent
o Arrests and indictments were up 113 percent
o Sight seizures were up 170 percent
o Guilty pleas/convictions were up 203 percent
Poor or Outdated Business Models are at the Root of the Piracy Problem
The recording industry can be legitimately criticized for enforcing a bundling strategy, where even if
the consumer wants one or two songs, they have been forced to buy a full CD at high prices. Thirty years
ago, the record industry (a) gave a small of amount of material away for free on the radio, (b) did not care if
copies were made for personal use compilations or passed on to friends, (c) sold singles for under $1, (d)
provided a better deal with albums for fans of artists than buying a dozen singles, (e) made money on the
live concert, (f) made money on the T-shirts sold at concerts, and (g) captured the loyalty of consumers with
fan clubs. Somewhere, the lure of the $14 CD caused the industry to move away from singles and a model
that worked for them for decades. Arguably, what we are seeing today is a consumer demand for a return
to a singles-based sales model.
However, according to RIAA, the vast majority of CDs are never profitable. After production,
recording, promotion and distribution costs, most never sell enough to recover these costs, let alone make a
profit. In the end, less than 10% are profitable, and in effect, it is these recordings that finance all the rest.
Eighty-five percent of recordings released don’t even generate enough revenue to cover their costs. Record
companies depend heavily on the profitable fifteen percent of recordings to subsidize the less profitable
types of music, to cover the costs of developing new artists, and to keep their businesses operational. The
thieves often don’t focus on the 85%; they go straight to the top and steal the gold. (Source: RIAA)
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the creative artists lose. Musicians, singers, songwriters and
producers don’t get the royalties and fees they’ve earned. Virtually all artists (95%) depend on these fees to
make a living. The artists also depend on their reputations, which are damaged by the inferior quality of
pirated copies sold to the public. (Source: RIAA)
US Copyright Law is the Basis for Content Owner’s Rights
"Copyright" is a term of intellectual property law that prohibits the unauthorized duplication,
adaptation or distribution of a creative work. In the recording industry, there are usually two copyrighted
works involved: 1) The copyright in the musical composition, i.e. the actual lyrics and notes on paper. This
is usually owned by the songwriter or music publisher. 2) The copyright in the sound recording, i.e. the
recording of the performer singing or playing a given song. This is usually owned by the record company.
(Source: RIAA)
Under US Copyright Law, authors of original works of authorship generally have five exclusive
rights:
– Reproduce work in copies
– Make derivative works
– Distribute copies to the public
– Public performance and public display
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Congress passed the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) in 1998, which created two new
intellectual property rights:
– Anti-circumvention rules (sec. 1201)
– Protection for copyright management information (sec. 1202)
The rules are complex and somewhat ambiguous.
In addition, The No Electronic Theft law (the "NET" Act) is significant because now sound recording
infringements (including by digital means) can be criminally prosecuted even where no monetary profit or
commercial gain is derived from the infringing activity. Punishment in such instances includes up to three
years in prison and/or $250,000 in fines. The NET Act also extends the criminal statute of limitations for
copyright infringement from three to five years. Additionally, the NET Act amended the definition of
"commercial advantage or private financial gain" to include the receipt (or expectation of receipt) of anything
of value, including receipt of other copyrighted works (as in MP3 trading). Punishment in such instances
includes up to five years in prison and/or $250,000 in fines. Individuals may also be civilly liable, regardless
of whether the activity is for profit, for actual damages or lost profits, or for statutory damages up to
$150,000 per work infringed.
According to Samuelson, the DMCA 1201(a)(1)(A) makes it illegal to circumvent effective technical
measures used by copyright owners to protect access to their works. However, there are no corresponding
provisions making it illegal to circumvent other technical measures, such as copy controls. Was this
intended to leave room for circumvention of copy controls as long as it didn’t result in copyright
infringement?
Other DMCA rules include:
• 1201(k), which mandates Macrovision DRM in VCRs
• 1202 protects the integrity of “copyright management information” from alteration/removal
• 1203 provides broad remedies to successful plaintiffs (injunctions, statutory damages, etc.)
• 1204 makes willful violation of 1201 or 1202 for profit/financial gain a crime with penalties of up
to $500K fine and up to 5 yrs in jail for the first offence, and up to $1 million and up to 10 years
in jail for the second the offence.
In most respects, the EU’s Copyright Directives is more restrictive than DMCA, in that it:
• Bans all acts of circumvention, not just of access controls
• Broad ban on circumvention technologies very similar to DMCA (but reaches possession as
well)
• No exceptions, not even for encryption research
• No Library of Congress (LOC) rule-making processes
• But it requires member states to ensure that copyright owners enable users to exercise some
copyright exceptions, although it does not say how.
While there is no such thing as an international copyright law, many treaties have been signed that
establish a mutual respect for countries’ copyright laws.
US Copyright Law is also the Basis for Consumer Claims of Ownership Rights
However, there are a series of limitations and exceptions to those exclusive rights, including Fair Use.
(Samuelson, DRM Presentation, UC Berkeley, Feb. 27, 2003) The exceptions to DMCA 1201(a)(1)(A)
include:
• Non-profit “shopping” privilege
• Legitimate law enforcement/national security
• When necessary for program interoperability
• “Legitimate” encryption research
• To protect minors vs. harmful material
•To protect against collection of personal data (surveillance without notice)
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• Computer security testing
Samuelson also notes that under DMCA 1201(c) certain rights are unaffected. They include:
• No effect on rights, limits or defences, including fair use, under this title
• No effect on contributory or vicarious liability
• No requirement to respond to technical measures in computer/consumer products
• No effect on free speech/press rights
Does Fair Use apply to DMCA rules? Authorities disagree:
• 1201 is not copyright, so no fair use (Corley decisions; Nimmer; but Boucher/Lofgren seek change)
• 1201(c)(1) preserves it (Ginsburg, Samuelson)
• DMCA anti-circumvention rules are unconstitutional unless some Fair Use hacking is allowed
(Ginsburg, Netanel, Lunney, EFF)
• Is it also Fair Use to build a tool to enable Fair Use circumvention? (Boucher/Lofgren would allow)
DMCA has modest consumer protections for these cases:
• Non-profit “shopping” privilege
• Protection of personal data privilege
• Parental control privilege
• LOC rulemaking added two others:
• Broken access control
• Study of filtering software
DRM Technologies Can Prevent Much, but not All of the Piracy Problem – How it Works
DRM is the industry term used to describe the process of managing access, usage and
reproduction of electronic products, including databases, research reports, music, newsletters and
publications. Owners of these electronic materials have been reluctant to distribute and sell their products
over the Internet because they have been unable to control what people subsequently do with these items.
According to Barbara Fox, Senior Fellow at Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government and a Microsoft
Software Architect, Digital Rights Management is an infrastructure to support secure promotion, sale, and
delivery of digital content.
DRM Systems always incorporate cooperating, autonomous components. DRM provides for
20
21
encryption of content, authentication of rights claimants and rights permitted, and secure execution
22
environments. Digital Rights Management is based on the ability to protect or 'lock' the content inside an
electronic package. The content can only be accessed when a user is furnished with an electronic key (also
called a license). That key is tied to the purchaser's computer and can't be shared. If the user passes the
content on to another viewer, only the protected package can be transferred. Subsequent recipients must
purchase their own access - and receive their own key - in order to access the content. Access to the
content is managed by a remote process, which determines which users are granted keys. Typically,
access is granted when a user buys the content, or is a member of a group (like subscribers) who are
scheduled to receive information on a regular basis.
20
Encryption’s goal is to prevent tampering during distribution. Examples include CSS for DVDs and Pay-per-view, symmetric ciphers,
where the same (secret) key is used to encrypt and decrypt a block of content, and key wrapping. (Fox)
21
Authentication is the process of establishing confidence in the truth of some claim. The goals in DRM systems include content
authenticity, device authentication, user authentication, and authorization to access content. Authentication technologies include:
biometrics, tickets/tokens, user authentication shared secret, smartcards, Public Key certificates, watermarking (embed a secret message
in an image), and fingerprinting (identify and compare images). (Fox)
22
Secure Execution Environments include hardware-based closed systems, such as purpose-built boxes with “trusted” software, no
programmability, and controlled outputs, or its software analog, such as “Trusted” subsystems within a PC used to “containerize” content
controlled by permissions derived from machine-readable licenses. (Fox)
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Image Courtesy SealedMedia
DRM-enabled applications, such as those using technology from Adobe, InterTrust, Microsoft,
Macrovision, IBM, Real Networks, Apple, or Sealed Media, include management of the process for granting
access. DRM can be integrated with media commerce applications to handle the credit card transactions,
manage subscription rights, and can discontinue granting new access keys when a document becomes
obsolete or has been updated.
The policy-related tasks in DRM system include:
o Content owners (or their agents) author policy statements for content.
o Owners license their exclusive rights (in a copyright sense) to consumers or distributors. DRMaware servers (or networks) distribute policy statements. Maybe they distribute the content too.
o End-user DRM systems consume and abide by policy statements when processing the content.
Lamaccia observes that, “As an industry, we understand the “crypto” aspects of DRM better than
we understand the “policy” aspects. Key management is easier than policy management. Critical “policy”
work areas include authoring and evaluating policy expressions and projecting policy expressions with
confidence into remote environments” (Lamaccia). It is just that ability to project policy with confidence in
technology implementations that is one of the critical sources of the controversy. Fundamentally,
technology cannot be expected to implement a policy that the human beings involved have not agreed to.
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DRM Has Limitations as an Implementation of Social Policy
Drew Dean of SRI concludes that:
o
Technical measures for DRM have a bad track record
o
Technical solutions to legal problems are a bad idea
o
Legal solutions to technical problems are a bad idea
Likewise, John Erickson of HP Labs cites the constraints imposed by software. He cautions,
“Policies that are subject to many exemptions or based on conditions that may be indeterminate or external
are difficult or impossible to automate with DRM. Only those policies that can be reliably reduced to yes/no
decisions can be automated successfully.” (Erickson 36-37).
Alex Alben, VP of Real Networks, summarizes that, “Digital products can be parsed by: time,
number of plays, identity of user, location of user, type of device.” However, “Expectations derived from our
familiarity with manipulating physical copies no longer apply.” He asks whether enhancing the value of
rights in copies necessarily diminish personal use rights? What is needed is a system design that maintains
both personal use and copy protection in order to create a marketplace that works. (Alben)
In a keen observation of the dichotomy between legal policy and software limitations, Joan
Feigenbaum of Yale argues that, “In US Copyright Law, owners are given (fairly) well defined rights. Users
are given “exceptions” to owners’ rights. This is no way to specify a system!” She concludes a need for an
affirmative, direct specification of what users are allowed to do. “Fair Use analysis therefore requires a fact
intensive, case-by-case approach. This is no way to engineer a mass-market system!” (Feigenbaum)
DRM Technologies Can Indeed Enable Intentional and Unintentional Privacy Abuses
However, as Cohen states, “Stronger privacy protection is not necessarily incompatible with stronger
copyright enforcement.” (Cohen 49) Privacy protections can be built in and DRM systems can be designed
so certain classes of information cannot be tracked, as Macrovision claims.
Decision-Making Dimension – Re-evaluate the Real Problem
What is an ethical software engineer to do? The engineer faces a conflict between Fundamental
Moral Responsibilities (FMRE), as Stanford’s Robert McGinn would state it. (McGinn, Moral Responsibilities
6-19) Those FMREs in conflict include:
o

FMRE1 – Not act in any way that one knows (or should have known) will harm (or pose an
unreasonable risk of harming) the public interest. Consumers’ property rights and Fair Use
rights may be impacted.

o

FMRE3 – Assure that all parties likely to bear non-trivial risks from one’s engineering work are
adequately informed about them upstream and given a realistic chance to give or withhold their
consent to their subsequent imposition. Consumers need to know the constraints that will be
imposed on them by DRM technology. Content owners need to know that no security software
will ever stop 100% of the dedicated pirates 100% of the time, and that just one pristine digital
copy roaming the Internet can cause serious financial harm.

o

FMRE4 – Work to the best of the engineer’s ability to serve the legitimate business interests
and objectives of the employer or client. Make products that are demanded by customers
(content owners) that allow them to protect their property rights. But this must be done in a
manner that is legal for the content owner and ultimate consumer. In addition, the engineer
likely knows that the DRM alone will not solve nor make up for the problem that intrusive
technology demanding new or painful consumer behavior will cause the consumers to “vote
with their pocketbooks” and refuse to buy the protected content.
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The Ethical Path Forward
Two principles put forward by McGinn can lead the way to resolution.
•
A bounded Contextualized Theory of Human Rights (CTHR), and
•
The Derived Moral Responsibility of the Engineer (DMR)
What gives consumers the right to expect that their experience of ownership with a physical album
of songs, a physical CD, or a physical book should be replicated in the technologically maximalist and risky
world of instantaneous global communications and information transfer? Why do academics and critics
automatically assume that their ability to copy intellectual property for non-commercial uses in the physical
book or photo world automatically translate into the same rights when the work is in electronic form? What
gives cryptographic researchers the right to circumvent security codes and publish the hacks to a global
audience, regardless of its potential negative impact on the livelihood of an entire industry of creative artists,
production staff, investors, and developers of DRM technology? What makes the content industry have the
right to shift its costs for outdated business models of a pre-digital industry to the Criminal Justice System in
a digital era, rather than absorb the inordinate costs of pursuing suits in Civil Courts for intellectual property
infringement?
While a case could be built citing artists as natural resources, debilitating financial costs to content
owners as a group, and threats to aesthetic and cultural amenities, the case of entertainment industry
content owners would be weak and non-compelling to the public. However, when these peripheral CTHRs
are combined with compelling DMRs, a course of action can become apparent.
In the case of McGinn’s DMRs, two, applicable in this case, derive from the engineer’s fundamental
moral responsibilities of related to loyalty to the employer/client (FMRE4). They are:
•
The DMR to disclose to the employer or client any unrecognised options, and
•
The DMR to help the employer or client reach a clarified definition of problems
originally presented to the engineer in distorted form.
These DMRs are important because the real problem, hidden among the throng of competing rights
holders, is that consumers want to buy exactly what they want (no more and no less), when they want it,
make personal copies of it, share it with friends, and take it along with them. Using the music example,
consumers want to buy single songs for less than $1, like they did with 45-RPM vinyls. They don’t want to
have to buy 12 songs on a $14 CD when they only like two of them. They want to make copies to mix for
parties or to take along in the car. They want to loan them to friends. They want to be sure that they can
play an archived version 10 years later. They want to own the work, not rent it. These consumer wants have
to be tempered with the realities of the modern technologically maximalist society where personal wants in
aggregate can destroy an industry.
If the content owners provide high value content, at the right price point, in a convenient manner,
with an invisible rights management system that explicitly states and enforces rights that both the content
owner and consumer claim, the competing interests may be managed through the normal working of the
marketplace. What the content owners need is financial protection while they take a reasonable amount of
time to turn a very large entrenched industry from analog to digital.
What the content owners need from engineers, is advice on formerly unrecognized options to a
redefined problem.
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New Ethical Paradigm
Maximize the Most Just Distribution of Benefits -- Give Customers More and Better Choices
The production constraints on traditional content developers force them into offering “one size fits
all” products. Digital rights management services can let the client easily produce a variety of offerings from
existing content. In some cases, potential customers may only need a ‘slice’ of a larger product and
wouldn’t purchase the entire offering. By producing electronic products, publishers can easily sell content
segment-by-segment, since the client won’t actually print a new piece of content. Similarly, clients can
create "ultra premium" products for their most demanding, high-end customers. This ability to easily offer
different pricing and content combinations is a revolutionary capability for studios.

Image Courtesy Real Networks
New, creative, DRM-enabled business models might include:
o Multiple content files on multiple devices per user
o Rights tied to membership groups
o Rights revocation and renewal based on status change
o Subscription, as has been done in cable and satellite
o Membership-based
o Time limits (Rental)
o Usage limits
o Copy limits and conditions
o Flexible pricing structure (ex: discount cards, volume discounts, fan clubs)
o Superdistribution – Benefit from pass-along
o Syndication – Many fluid relationships, many contracts Slicing – Repackaging chunks of content as new
product
o Content Re-Use – Exploit existing footage, models, characters, backgrounds, clips, scores, etc.
Offering better, more targeted products means the client can find new customers who are willing to
purchase content in the form in which they need it. The client will be able to develop a wide range of
electronic products that it wouldn't ordinarily keep in inventory, yet still can create revenue with a DRMenabled service.
Context-Sensitive, Bottom-up Framework that Inverts the ‘Sacred’ Claims of Rights Holders
Rather than reinforce an outdated notion among consumers that they have the right to expect that
their experience of ownership with a physical album of songs, a physical CD, or a physical book should be
replicated in the technologically maximalist and risky world of instantaneous global communications and
information transfer, DRM developers and content owners need to make it clear that in return for new
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creatively bundled electronic products and equally creative price points, these products are being made
available based on explicit licensing terms.
Fair Use advocates, such as academics and critics, should not automatically assume that their
ability to copy intellectual property for non-commercial uses in the physical book or photo world translate
into the same rights when the work is in electronic form. Rather, free previews of selections, lower
resolution and lower audio quality versions can be made available as part of a good DRM application
design.
Cryptographic researchers may have the right to circumvent security codes for academic reasons,
but severe penalties must ensue for violations of intellectual property non-disclosure agreements and patent
violations that result from publishing the hacks to a global audience.
Fundamentally, the content industry should not have an unbounded right to shift its costs for
outdated business models of a pre-digital industry to the Criminal Justice System in a digital era, rather than
absorb the inordinate costs of pursuing suits in Civil Courts for intellectual property infringement. It needs to
embrace the DRM technology, make legitimate alternatives available to consumers, and abandon the
Copyright Law as the basis for DRM rights and rules, in favor of Civil Law that should be explained in simple
opt-in/opt-out license terms. As Larry Lessig proposes, we should plan for the 80%-90% of the mass market
that wants to do things legally, instead of treating the majority as the criminal minority. (Lessig)
Build the Ethics into the Product Design Process
Since it is easier for software developers to build in explicit permissions than to build in contextsensitive exceptions, DRM applications should consider address the property rights claims by product
disclosure labels on the packaging and by enabling explicit consumer and content owner rights in simple
licensing agreements based on civil Contract Law, instead of the exception-based Copyright Law. Likewise,
Fair Use for most cases can be accomplished with preview capabilities, such as giving a sample chapter of
an eBook, playing a 30-second sample of an audio file, showing a short video clip or a lower resolution
version of a longer video clip, and offering creative information barter options to the consumer. As Cohen
proposes, DRM developers and standards bodies also should be encouraged to address privacy interests
of users by incorporating privacy protections, such as anonymization techniques, into their systems.
(Cohen 49)
The Basis for the Conclusions
DRM Cannot Enforce a Context-Sensitive Copyright Law
HP Lab’s Erickson argues that, “Responsible development of DRM requires that technologists
understand the legal and social contexts in which these systems will operate.” (Erickson 39). As such, as
Erickson reminds us, “In the case of fair use, no explicit set of rules can be implemented and automatically
evaluated by computing systems.” He acknowledges a more freeform textual statement of intended use is
required in DRM systems. Perhaps there is a role for impartial third-parties that act as license-granting
authorities, notes Erickson. (Erickson 38)
Copyright Law Should Not be the Basis of DRM Implementations
As Feigenbaum aptly notes, “There are lots of clever arguments in favor of users’ rights to reverse
engineer and users’ rights to circumvent. These arguments are correct but insufficient. As system
engineering and as a philosophical position, if fair use is a part of the copyright bargain, one should not
have to hack around a [DRM] to make fair use.” DRM designers need to be able to recognize the typical,
23
vast majority of fair uses extremely efficiently and permit them.
She recommends a way forward to
include:
23

Note that, in the analog content-distribution world, the vast majority of Fair Uses are non-controversial.
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o
o
o

“The best TPS is a Great Business Model.” [Lacy, Maher, and Snyder 1997]
Use technology to do what it does naturally.
An Internet content-distribution business should benefit from uncontrolled copying and
redistribution. (Feigenbaum)

Peer-to-Peer File Sharing is not the Problem, but it Can be Combined with DRM to Become an
Enabler of New Business Models
Peer-to-Peer file sharing technology is not inherently illegal. As such, we see ways in which one
might take advantage of the enabling capabilities of P2P in a manner that goes beyond exclusively
preventive approaches. For example, the music industry might be able to use DRM technologies to provide
persistent content protection, creative use of free previews, and online purchase offers in combination with
24
While not a 100%
the highly favorable business models and marketing strategies of superdistribution.
cure to neutralize the P2P piracy threat, content owners could use P2P as a significant enabling device for
massive marketing channels and extensive pass-along content distribution.
See Appendix 1, which presents a hypothetical financial model. It shows how P2P distribution of
DRM protected files can be highly profitable, even with a small amount of piracy accepted. It also shows
how the same technology with unprotected files results in disastrous financial results. Finally, it
demonstrates how simple pass-along via email attachments to personal friends is a net marginal gain for
the content owner.
Give the Consumers what they Want – The Apple Example
Apple's recently announced iTunes Music Store has the most relaxed rights requirements among
online music services. It uses an internally developed DRM called Fairplay that restricts the titles to three
Macintoshes plus and an unlimited number of iPods. It allows unlimited CD burns for a single song, but
restricts it to individual songs, and restricts playlist burning to 10 times per unchanged playlist.

24
Superdistribution scenario --The velocity and reach of email has created a digital content distribution opportunity that had not been
conceived of a few years ago. When customers download electronic content, they may choose to email it to their colleagues or friends.
In this fashion, a single piece of content can be reproduced repeatedly and shared among individuals, groups, and even communities. It's
a powerful capability if the owner can be paid for each pass along copy. Using a DRM-enabled application or service provider, studios
"package" their content inside an electronic container, and it's only accessible to customers who have paid for the content. Customers
can send colleagues copies of a purchased product, but in protected form only. The recipient can't access it until they have purchased
their own copy. When a potential customer receives the content and tries to open it (play it), an offer page soliciting online payment,
coupled with some free preview capability is presented. Persistent protection ensures that the content can't travel freely over the
Internet. This concept of superdistribution, where a piece of content is continuously multiplied and forwarded, is a core benefit of doing
business over the Internet. Presumably, this model can be extended to peer-to-peer networks.
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Image Courtesy Apple Computer
From a security perspective, they have made the DRM very painless, almost invisible for the typical
legal customer. But, it also makes it very difficult to upload songs for massive illegal distribution. The burns
are restricted to a Macintosh (5% of the market), so the risk of rampant PC file sharing is addressed.
Limiting the playlist to 10 burns makes it tough to copy the equivalent of a CD.
From a feature perspective, it adds value to the consumer experience by: (a) making great use of
the preview capability, (b) tying into downloadable music videos, (c) enabling CD burning for legitimate
uses, and (d) allowing the CDs to be portable from Mac, to CD player, to car. Where the other PC-based
services compete with incompatible DRMs, Apple can own its niche with seamless integration between the
music service, the Mac, Quicktime, iMovie, iDVD, and iPod.
From a business model perspective, the DRM has allowed Apple to trump the other services, which
offer subscriptions, by selling singles for $0.99 without the requirement of a subscription. It supports
impulse purchases. It makes a 10-song iTunes collection cheaper than a 10-song CD. They are giving
25
people what they want and in its first week, Apple sold over 1 million songs.
They have benefited from the hard lessons of the other services that went before them. Apple also
has a loyal Mac-based following that trusts Apple. One quote from Steve Jobs is, "We are the only service
that doesn't treat its customers like criminals." Even though much of the PR is hype, they look like heroes
to the "little guy" the way they became heroes to the same market with the Macintosh.
Apple certainly starts to validate that DRM is best used to enable a creative business model, not
just tie the content down. By addressing the business model, Apple makes DRM acceptable. It remains to
be seen if this very engaging business model can be trusted in the PC space
Professional Responsibility of Software Developers
The Ethics espoused by the ACM and the IEEE-CS Group reaffirm, not only the obligation of
software engineers to do no harm, but they must also work in a positive, proactive, life-affirming fashion to
the betterment of society. Excerpts from the ACMs ethics canons include:
o Strive to achieve the highest quality, effectiveness and dignity in both the process and products
of professional work. Excellence is perhaps the most important obligation of a professional. The
computing professional must strive to achieve quality and to be cognizant of the serious
negative consequences that may result from poor quality in a system.
o Moderate the interests of the software engineer, the employer, the client and the users with the
public good.
o Approve software only if they have a well-founded belief that it is safe, meets specifications,
passes appropriate tests, and does not diminish quality of life, diminish privacy or harm the
environment. The ultimate effect of the work should be to the public good.
o When designing or implementing systems, computing professionals must attempt to ensure that
the products of their efforts will be used in socially responsible ways, will meet social needs,
and will avoid harmful effects to health and welfare.
o Computing professionals are obligated to protect the integrity of intellectual property. Even
when software is not so protected, such violations (illegal copying) are contrary to professional
behavior.
o It is the responsibility of professionals to maintain the privacy and integrity of data describing
individuals. This includes taking precautions to ensure the accuracy of data, as well as
protecting it from unauthorized access or accidental disclosure to inappropriate individuals.
Furthermore, procedures must be established to allow individuals to review their records and
correct inaccuracies.
o

25

See Appendices 2 and 3 for complete versions of the ACM and the Joint ACM/IEEE-CS ethics
canons.

From Apple press release, May 4, 2003.
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o

List of Works Cited and End Notes follow Appendices 1-4

Appendices
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Appendix 1 --Scenarios of DRM vs. Non-DRM Enablement of Digital Music in Superdistribution
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-- Appendix 2 -ACM Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct
Adopted by ACM Council 10/16/92.
Preamble
Commitment to ethical professional conduct is expected of every member (voting members, associate
members, and student members) of the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM).
This Code, consisting of 24 imperatives formulated as statements of personal responsibility, identifies the
elements of such a commitment. It contains many, but not all, issues professionals are likely to face. Section
1 outlines fundamental ethical considerations, while Section 2 addresses additional, more specific
considerations of professional conduct. Statements in Section 3 pertain more specifically to individuals who
have a leadership role, whether in the workplace or in a volunteer capacity such as with organizations like
ACM. Principles involving compliance with this Code are given in Section 4.
The Code shall be supplemented by a set of Guidelines, which provide explanation to assist members in
dealing with the various issues contained in the Code. It is expected that the Guidelines will be changed more
frequently than the Code.
The Code and its supplemented Guidelines are intended to serve as a basis for ethical decision making in the
conduct of professional work. Secondarily, they may serve as a basis for judging the merit of a formal
complaint pertaining to violation of professional ethical standards.
It should be noted that although computing is not mentioned in the imperatives of Section 1, the Code is
concerned with how these fundamental imperatives apply to one's conduct as a computing professional.
These imperatives are expressed in a general form to emphasize that ethical principles, which apply to
computer ethics, are derived from more general ethical principles.
It is understood that some words and phrases in a code of ethics are subject to varying interpretations, and
that any ethical principle may conflict with other ethical principles in specific situations. Questions related to
ethical conflicts can best be answered by thoughtful consideration of fundamental principles, rather than
reliance on detailed regulations.
1. GENERAL MORAL IMPERATIVES.
As an ACM member I will ....
1.1 Contribute to society and human well-being.
This principle concerning the quality of life of all people affirms an obligation to protect fundamental human
rights and to respect the diversity of all cultures. An essential aim of computing professionals is to minimize
negative consequences of computing systems, including threats to health and safety. When designing or
implementing systems, computing professionals must attempt to ensure that the products of their efforts will
be used in socially responsible ways, will meet social needs, and will avoid harmful effects to health and
welfare.
In addition to a safe social environment, human well-being includes a safe natural environment. Therefore,
computing professionals who design and develop systems must be alert to, and make others aware of, any
potential damage to the local or global environment.
1.2 Avoid harm to others.
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"Harm" means injury or negative consequences, such as undesirable loss of information, loss of property,
property damage, or unwanted environmental impacts. This principle prohibits use of computing technology in
ways that result in harm to any of the following: users, the general public, employees, employers. Harmful
actions include intentional destruction or modification of files and programs leading to serious loss of
resources or unnecessary expenditure of human resources such as the time and effort required to purge
systems of "computer viruses."
Well-intended actions, including those that accomplish assigned duties, may lead to harm unexpectedly. In
such an event the responsible person or persons are obligated to undo or mitigate the negative
consequences as much as possible. One way to avoid unintentional harm is to carefully consider potential
impacts on all those affected by decisions made during design and implementation.
To minimize the possibility of indirectly harming others, computing professionals must minimize malfunctions
by following generally accepted standards for system design and testing. Furthermore, it is often necessary to
assess the social consequences of systems to project the likelihood of any serious harm to others. If system
features are misrepresented to users, coworkers, or supervisors, the individual computing professional is
responsible for any resulting injury.
In the work environment the computing professional has the additional obligation to report any signs of
system dangers that might result in serious personal or social damage. If one's superiors do not act to curtail
or mitigate such dangers, it may be necessary to "blow the whistle" to help correct the problem or reduce the
risk. However, capricious or misguided reporting of violations can, itself, be harmful. Before reporting
violations, all relevant aspects of the incident must be thoroughly assessed. In particular, the assessment of
risk and responsibility must be credible. It is suggested that advice be sought from other computing
professionals. See principle 2.5 regarding thorough evaluations.
1.3 Be honest and trustworthy.
Honesty is an essential component of trust. Without trust an organization cannot function effectively. The
honest computing professional will not make deliberately false or deceptive claims about a system or system
design, but will instead provide full disclosure of all pertinent system limitations and problems.
A computer professional has a duty to be honest about his or her own qualifications, and about any
circumstances that might lead to conflicts of interest.
Membership in volunteer organizations such as ACM may at times place individuals in situations where their
statements or actions could be interpreted as carrying the "weight" of a larger group of professionals. An ACM
member will exercise care to not misrepresent ACM or positions and policies of ACM or any ACM units.
1.4 Be fair and take action not to discriminate.
The values of equality, tolerance, respect for others, and the principles of equal justice govern this imperative.
Discrimination on the basis of race, sex, religion, age, disability, national origin, or other such factors is an
explicit violation of ACM policy and will not be tolerated.
Inequities between different groups of people may result from the use or misuse of information and
technology. In a fair society,all individuals would have equal opportunity to participate in, or benefit from, the
use of computer resources regardless of race, sex, religion, age, disability, national origin or other such
similar factors. However, these ideals do not justify unauthorized use of computer resources nor do they
provide an adequate basis for violation of any other ethical imperatives of this code.
1.5 Honor property rights including copyrights and patent.
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Violation of copyrights, patents, trade secrets and the terms of license agreements is prohibited by law in
most circumstances. Even when software is not so protected, such violations are contrary to professional
behavior. Copies of software should be made only with proper authorization. Unauthorized duplication of
materials must not be condoned.
1.6 Give proper credit for intellectual property.
Computing professionals are obligated to protect the integrity of intellectual property. Specifically, one must
not take credit for other's ideas or work, even in cases where the work has not been explicitly protected by
copyright, patent, etc.
1.7 Respect the privacy of others.
Computing and communication technology enables the collection and exchange of personal information on a
scale unprecedented in the history of civilization. Thus there is increased potential for violating the privacy of
individuals and groups. It is the responsibility of professionals to maintain the privacy and integrity of data
describing individuals. This includes taking precautions to ensure the accuracy of data, as well as protecting it
from unauthorized access or accidental disclosure to inappropriate individuals. Furthermore, procedures must
be established to allow individuals to review their records and correct inaccuracies.
This imperative implies that only the necessary amount of personal information be collected in a system, that
retention and disposal periods for that information be clearly defined and enforced, and that personal
information gathered for a specific purpose not be used for other purposes without consent of the
individual(s). These principles apply to electronic communications, including electronic mail, and prohibit
procedures that capture or monitor electronic user data, including messages,without the permission of users
or bona fide authorization related to system operation and maintenance. User data observed during the
normal duties of system operation and maintenance must be treated with strictest confidentiality, except in
cases where it is evidence for the violation of law, organizational regulations, or this Code. In these cases, the
nature or contents of that information must be disclosed only to proper authorities.
1.8 Honor confidentiality.
The principle of honesty extends to issues of confidentiality of information whenever one has made an explicit
promise to honor confidentiality or, implicitly, when private information not directly related to the performance
of one's duties becomes available. The ethical concern is to respect all obligations of confidentiality to
employers, clients, and users unless discharged from such obligations by requirements of the law or other
principles of this Code.
2. MORE SPECIFIC PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES.
As an ACM computing professional I will ....
2.1 Strive to achieve the highest quality, effectiveness and dignity in both the process and products of
professional work.
Excellence is perhaps the most important obligation of a professional. The computing professional must strive
to achieve quality and to be cognizant of the serious negative consequences that may result from poor quality
in a system.
2.2 Acquire and maintain professional competence.
Excellence depends on individuals who take responsibility for acquiring and maintaining professional
competence. A professional must participate in setting standards for appropriate levels of competence, and
strive to achieve those standards. Upgrading technical knowledge and competence can be achieved in
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several ways:doing independent study; attending seminars, conferences, or courses; and being involved in
professional organizations.
2.3 Know and respect existing laws pertaining to professional work.
ACM members must obey existing local, state,province, national, and international laws unless there is a
compelling ethical basis not to do so. Policies and procedures of the organizations in which one participates
must also be obeyed. But compliance must be balanced with the recognition that sometimes existing laws
and rules may be immoral or inappropriate and, therefore, must be challenged. Violation of a law or regulation
may be ethical when that law or rule has inadequate moral basis or when it conflicts with another law judged
to be more important. If one decides to violate a law or rule because it is viewed as unethical, or for any other
reason, one must fully accept responsibility for one's actions and for the consequences.
2.4 Accept and provide appropriate professional review.
Quality professional work, especially in the computing profession, depends on professional reviewing and
critiquing. Whenever appropriate,individual members should seek and utilize peer review as well as provide
critical review of the work of others.
2.5 Give comprehensive and thorough evaluations of computer systems and their impacts, including analysis
of possible risks.
Computer professionals must strive to be perceptive, thorough, and objective when evaluating,
recommending, and presenting system descriptions and alternatives. Computer professionals are in a
position of special trust, and therefore have a special responsibility to provide objective, credible evaluations
to employers, clients, users, and the public. When providing evaluations the professional must also identify
any relevant conflicts of interest, as stated in imperative 1.3.
As noted in the discussion of principle 1.2 on avoiding harm, any signs of danger from systems must be
reported to those who have opportunity and/or responsibility to resolve them. See the guidelines for
imperative 1.2 for more details concerning harm,including the reporting of professional violations.
2.6 Honor contracts, agreements, and assigned responsibilities.
Honoring one's commitments is a matter of integrity and honesty.For the computer professional this includes
ensuring that system elements perform as intended. Also, when one contracts for work with another party,
one has an obligation to keep that party properly informed about progress toward completing that work.
A computing professional has a responsibility to request a change in any assignment that he or she feels
cannot be completed as defined. Only after serious consideration and with full disclosure of risks and
concerns to the employer or client, should one accept the assignment. The major underlying principle here is
the obligation to accept personal accountability for professional work. On some occasions other ethical
principles may take greater priority.
A judgment that a specific assignment should not be performed may not be accepted. Having clearly
identified one's concerns and reasons for that judgment, but failing to procure a change in that assignment,
one may yet be obligated, by contract or by law, to proceed as directed. The computing professional's ethical
judgment should be the final guide in deciding whether or not to proceed. Regardless of the decision, one
must accept the responsibility for the consequences.
However, performing assignments "against one's own judgment" does not relieve the professional of
responsibility for any negative consequences.
2.7 Improve public understanding of computing and its consequences.
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Computing professionals have a responsibility to share technical knowledge with the public by encouraging
understanding of computing, including the impacts of computer systems and their limitations. This imperative
implies an obligation to counter any false views related to computing.
2.8 Access computing and communication resources only when authorized to do so.
Theft or destruction of tangible and electronic property is prohibited by imperative 1.2 - "Avoid harm to
others." Trespassing and unauthorized use of a computer or communication system is addressed by this
imperative. Trespassing includes accessing communication networks and computer systems, or accounts
and/or files associated with those systems, without explicit authorization to do so. Individuals and
organizations have the right to restrict access to their systems so long as they do not violate the
discrimination principle (see 1.4). No one should enter or use another's computer system, software, or data
files without permission. One must always have appropriate approval before using system resources,
including communication ports, file space, other system peripherals, and computer time.
3. ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP IMPERATIVES.
As an ACM member and an organizational leader, I will ....
BACKGROUND NOTE:This section draws extensively from the draft IFIP Code of Ethics,especially its
sections on organizational ethics and international concerns. The ethical obligations of organizations tend to
be neglected in most codes of professional conduct, perhaps because these codes are written from the
perspective of the individual member. This dilemma is addressed by stating these imperatives from the
perspective of the organizational leader. In this context"leader" is viewed as any organizational member who
has leadership or educational responsibilities. These imperatives generally may apply to organizations as well
as their leaders. In this context"organizations" are corporations, government agencies,and other "employers,"
as well as volunteer professional organizations.
3.1 Articulate social responsibilities of members of an organizational unit and encourage full acceptance of
those responsibilities.
Because organizations of all kinds have impacts on the public, they must accept responsibilities to society.
Organizational procedures and attitudes oriented toward quality and the welfare of society will reduce harm to
members of the public, thereby serving public interest and fulfilling social responsibility.
Therefore,organizational leaders must encourage full participation in meeting social responsibilities as well as
quality performance.
3.2 Manage personnel and resources to design and build information systems that enhance the quality of
working life.
Organizational leaders are responsible for ensuring that computer systems enhance, not degrade, the quality
of working life. When implementing a computer system, organizations must consider the personal and
professional development, physical safety, and human dignity of all workers. Appropriate human-computer
ergonomic standards should be considered in system design and in the workplace.
3.3 Acknowledge and support proper and authorized uses of an organization's computing and communication
resources.
Because computer systems can become tools to harm as well as to benefit an organization, the leadership
has the responsibility to clearly define appropriate and inappropriate uses of organizational computing
resources. While the number and scope of such rules should be minimal, they should be fully enforced when
established.
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3.4 Ensure that users and those who will be affected by a system have their needs clearly articulated during
the assessment and design of requirements; later the system must be validated to meet requirements.
Current system users, potential users and other persons whose lives may be affected by a system must have
their needs assessed and incorporated in the statement of requirements. System validation should ensure
compliance with those requirements.
3.5 Articulate and support policies that protect the dignity of users and others affected by a computing system.
Designing or implementing systems that deliberately or inadvertently demean individuals or groups is ethically
unacceptable. Computer professionals who are in decision making positions should verify that systems are
designed and implemented to protect personal privacy and enhance personal dignity.
3.6 Create opportunities for members of the organization to learn the principles and limitations of computer
systems.
This complements the imperative on public understanding (2.7). Educational opportunities are essential to
facilitate optimal participation of all organizational members. Opportunities must be available to all members
to help them improve their knowledge and skills in computing, including courses that familiarize them with the
consequences and limitations of particular types of systems.In particular, professionals must be made aware
of the dangers of building systems around oversimplified models, the improbability of anticipating and
designing for every possible operating condition, and other issues related to the complexity of this profession.
4. COMPLIANCE WITH THE CODE.
As an ACM member I will ....
4.1 Uphold and promote the principles of this Code.
The future of the computing profession depends on both technical and ethical excellence. Not only is it
important for ACM computing professionals to adhere to the principles expressed in this Code, each member
should encourage and support adherence by other members.
4.2 Treat violations of this code as inconsistent with membership in the ACM.
Adherence of professionals to a code of ethics is largely a voluntary matter. However, if a member does not
follow this code by engaging in gross misconduct, membership in ACM may be terminated.
This Code and the supplemental Guidelines were developed by the Task Force for the Revision of the ACM
Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct: Ronald E. Anderson, Chair, Gerald Engel, Donald Gotterbarn,
Grace C. Hertlein, Alex Hoffman, Bruce Jawer, Deborah G. Johnson, Doris K. Lidtke, Joyce Currie Little,
Dianne Martin, Donn B. Parker, Judith A. Perrolle, and Richard S. Rosenberg. The Task Force was organized
by ACM/SIGCAS and funding was provided by the ACM SIG Discretionary Fund. This Code and the
supplemental Guidelines were adopted by the ACM Council on October 16, 1992.
ACM/Code of Ethics. Last Update: 01/16/98 by HK.

©1997 Association for Computing Machinery
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--- Appendix 3 --Software Engineering Code of Ethics and Professional Practice
ACM/IEEE-CS Joint Task Force on Software Engineering Ethics and Professional Practices
PREAMBLE
Computers have a central and growing role in commerce, industry, government, medicine, education,
entertainment and society at large. Software engineers are those who contribute by direct participation or by
teaching, to the analysis, specification, design, development, certification, maintenance and testing of
software systems. Because of their roles in developing software systems, software engineers have significant
opportunities to do good or cause harm, to enable others to do good or cause harm, or to influence others to
do good or cause harm. To ensure, as much as possible, that their efforts will be used for good, software
engineers must commit themselves to making software engineering a beneficial and respected profession. In
accordance with that commitment, software engineers shall adhere to the following Code of Ethics and
Professional Practice.
The Code contains eight Principles related to the behavior of and decisions made by professional software
engineers, including practitioners, educators, managers, supervisors and policy makers, as well as trainees
and students of the profession. The Principles identify the ethically responsible relationships in which
individuals, groups, and organizations participate and the primary obligations within these relationships. The
Clauses of each Principle are illustrations of some of the obligations included in these relationships. These
obligations are founded in the software engineer’s humanity, in special care owed to people affected by the
work of software engineers, and the unique elements of the practice of software engineering. The Code
prescribes these as obligations of anyone claiming to be or aspiring to be a software engineer.
It is not intended that the individual parts of the Code be used in isolation to justify errors of omission or
commission. The list of Principles and Clauses is not exhaustive. The Clauses should not be read as
separating the acceptable from the unacceptable in professional conduct in all practical situations. The Code
is not a simple ethical algorithm that generates ethical decisions. In some situations standards may be in
tension with each other or with standards from other sources. These situations require the software engineer
to use ethical judgment to act in a manner which is most consistent with the spirit of the Code of Ethics and
Professional Practice, given the circumstances.
Ethical tensions can best be addressed by thoughtful consideration of fundamental principles, rather than
blind reliance on detailed regulations. These Principles should influence software engineers to consider
broadly who is affected by their work; to examine if they and their colleagues are treating other human beings
with due respect; to consider how the public, if reasonably well informed, would view their decisions; to
analyze how the least empowered will be affected by their decisions; and to consider whether their acts would
be judged worthy of the ideal professional working as a software engineer. In all these judgments concern for
the health, safety and welfare of the public is primary; that is, the "Public Interest" is central to this Code.
The dynamic and demanding context of software engineering requires a code that is adaptable and relevant
to new situations as they occur. However, even in this generality, the Code provides support for software
engineers and managers of software engineers who need to take positive action in a specific case by
documenting the ethical stance of the profession. The Code provides an ethical foundation to which
individuals within teams and the team as a whole can appeal. The Code helps to define those actions that are
ethically improper to request of a software engineer or teams of software engineers.
The Code is not simply for adjudicating the nature of questionable acts; it also has an important educational
function. As this Code expresses the consensus of the profession on ethical issues, it is a means to educate
both the public and aspiring professionals about the ethical obligations of all software engineers.
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PRINCIPLES
Principle 1: PUBLIC
Software engineers shall act consistently with the public interest. In particular, software engineers shall, as
appropriate:
1.01. Accept full responsibility for their own work.
1.02. Moderate the interests of the software engineer, the employer, the client and the users with the public
good.
1.03. Approve software only if they have a well-founded belief that it is safe, meets specifications, passes
appropriate tests, and does not diminish quality of life, diminish privacy or harm the environment. The ultimate
effect of the work should be to the public good.
1.04. Disclose to appropriate persons or authorities any actual or potential danger to the user, the public, or
the environment, that they reasonably believe to be associated with software or related documents.
1.05. Cooperate in efforts to address matters of grave public concern caused by software, its installation,
maintenance, support or documentation.
1.06. Be fair and avoid deception in all statements, particularly public ones, concerning software or related
documents, methods and tools.
1.07. Consider issues of physical disabilities, allocation of resources, economic disadvantage and other
factors that can diminish access to the benefits of software.
1.08. Be encouraged to volunteer professional skills to good causes and contribute to public education
concerning the discipline.
Principle 2: CLIENT AND EMPLOYER
Software engineers shall act in a manner that is in the best interests of their client and employer, consistent
with the public interest. In particular, software engineers shall, as appropriate:
2.01. Provide service in their areas of competence, being honest and forthright about any limitations of their
experience and education.
2.02. Not knowingly use software that is obtained or retained either illegally or unethically.
2.03. Use the property of a client or employer only in ways properly authorized, and with the client's or
employer's knowledge and consent.
2.04. Ensure that any document upon which they rely has been approved, when required, by someone
authorized to approve it.
2.05. Keep private any confidential information gained in their professional work, where such confidentiality is
consistent with the public interest and consistent with the law.
2.06. Identify, document, collect evidence and report to the client or the employer promptly if, in their opinion,
a project is likely to fail, to prove too expensive, to violate intellectual property law, or otherwise to be
problematic.
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2.07. Identify, document, and report significant issues of social concern, of which they are aware, in software
or related documents, to the employer or the client.
2.08. Accept no outside work detrimental to the work they perform for their primary employer.
2.09. Promote no interest adverse to their employer or client, unless a higher ethical concern is being
compromised; in that case, inform the employer or another appropriate authority of the ethical concern.
Principle 3: PRODUCT
Software engineers shall ensure that their products and related modifications meet the highest professional
standards possible. In particular, software engineers shall, as appropriate:
3.01. Strive for high quality, acceptable cost and a reasonable schedule, ensuring significant tradeoffs are
clear to and accepted by the employer and the client, and are available for consideration by the user and the
public.
3.02. Ensure proper and achievable goals and objectives for any project on which they work or propose.
3.03. Identify, define and address ethical, economic, cultural, legal and environmental issues related to work
projects.
3.04. Ensure that they are qualified for any project on which they work or propose to work by an appropriate
combination of education and training, and experience.
3.05. Ensure an appropriate method is used for any project on which they work or propose to work.
3.06. Work to follow professional standards, when available, that are most appropriate for the task at hand,
departing from these only when ethically or technically justified.
3.07. Strive to fully understand the specifications for software on which they work.
3.08. Ensure that specifications for software on which they work have been well documented, satisfy the
users’ requirements and have the appropriate approvals.
3.09. Ensure realistic quantitative estimates of cost, scheduling, personnel, quality and outcomes on any
project on which they work or propose to work and provide an uncertainty assessment of these estimates.
3.10. Ensure adequate testing, debugging, and review of software and related documents on which they
work.
3.11. Ensure adequate documentation, including significant problems discovered and solutions adopted, for
any project on which they work.
3.12. Work to develop software and related documents that respect the privacy of those who will be affected
by that software.
3.13. Be careful to use only accurate data derived by ethical and lawful means, and use it only in ways
properly authorized.
3.14. Maintain the integrity of data, being sensitive to outdated or flawed occurrences.
3.15 Treat all forms of software maintenance with the same professionalism as new development.
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Principle 4: JUDGMENT
Software engineers shall maintain integrity and independence in their professional judgment. In particular,
software engineers shall, as appropriate:
4.01. Temper all technical judgments by the need to support and maintain human values.
4.02 Only endorse documents either prepared under their supervision or within their areas of competence and
with which they are in agreement.
4.03. Maintain professional objectivity with respect to any software or related documents they are asked to
evaluate.
4.04. Not engage in deceptive financial practices such as bribery, double billing, or other improper financial
practices.
4.05. Disclose to all concerned parties those conflicts of interest that cannot reasonably be avoided or
escaped.
4.06. Refuse to participate, as members or advisors, in a private, governmental or professional body
concerned with software related issues, in which they, their employers or their clients have undisclosed
potential conflicts of interest.
Principle 5: MANAGEMENT
Software engineering managers and leaders shall subscribe to and promote an ethical approach to the
management of software development and maintenance . In particular, those managing or leading software
engineers shall, as appropriate:
5.01 Ensure good management for any project on which they work, including effective procedures for
promotion of quality and reduction of risk.
5.02. Ensure that software engineers are informed of standards before being held to them.
5.03. Ensure that software engineers know the employer's policies and procedures for protecting passwords,
files and information that is confidential to the employer or confidential to others.
5.04. Assign work only after taking into account appropriate contributions of education and experience
tempered with a desire to further that education and experience.
5.05. Ensure realistic quantitative estimates of cost, scheduling, personnel, quality and outcomes on any
project on which they work or propose to work, and provide an uncertainty assessment of these estimates.
5.06. Attract potential software engineers only by full and accurate description of the conditions of
employment.
5.07. Offer fair and just remuneration.
5.08. Not unjustly prevent someone from taking a position for which that person is suitably qualified.
5.09. Ensure that there is a fair agreement concerning ownership of any software, processes, research,
writing, or other intellectual property to which a software engineer has contributed.
5.10. Provide for due process in hearing charges of violation of an employer's policy or of this Code.
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5.11. Not ask a software engineer to do anything inconsistent with this Code.
5.12. Not punish anyone for expressing ethical concerns about a project.
Principle 6: PROFESSION
Software engineers shall advance the integrity and reputation of the profession consistent with the public
interest. In particular, software engineers shall, as appropriate:
6.01. Help develop an organizational environment favorable to acting ethically.
6.02. Promote public knowledge of software engineering.
6.03. Extend software engineering knowledge by appropriate participation in professional organizations,
meetings and publications.
6.04. Support, as members of a profession, other software engineers striving to follow this Code.
6.05. Not promote their own interest at the expense of the profession, client or employer.
6.06. Obey all laws governing their work, unless, in exceptional circumstances, such compliance is
inconsistent with the public interest.
6.07. Be accurate in stating the characteristics of software on which they work, avoiding not only false claims
but also claims that might reasonably be supposed to be speculative, vacuous, deceptive, misleading, or
doubtful.
6.08. Take responsibility for detecting, correcting, and reporting errors in software and associated documents
on which they work.
6.09. Ensure that clients, employers, and supervisors know of the software engineer's commitment to this
Code of ethics, and the subsequent ramifications of such commitment.
6.10. Avoid associations with businesses and organizations which are in conflict with this code.
6.11. Recognize that violations of this Code are inconsistent with being a professional software engineer.
6.12. Express concerns to the people involved when significant violations of this Code are detected unless
this is impossible, counter-productive, or dangerous.
6.13. Report significant violations of this Code to appropriate authorities when it is clear that consultation with
people involved in these significant violations is impossible, counter-productive or dangerous.
Principle 7: COLLEAGUES
Software engineers shall be fair to and supportive of their colleagues. In particular, software engineers shall,
as appropriate:
7.01. Encourage colleagues to adhere to this Code.
7.02. Assist colleagues in professional development.
7.03. Credit fully the work of others and refrain from taking undue credit.
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7.04. Review the work of others in an objective, candid, and properly-documented way.
7.05. Give a fair hearing to the opinions, concerns, or complaints of a colleague.
7.06. Assist colleagues in being fully aware of current standard work practices including policies and
procedures for protecting passwords, files and other confidential information, and security measures in
general.
7.07. Not unfairly intervene in the career of any colleague; however, concern for the employer, the client or
public interest may compel software engineers, in good faith, to question the competence of a colleague.
7.08. In situations outside of their own areas of competence, call upon the opinions of other professionals who
have competence in that area.
Principle 8: SELF
Software engineers shall participate in lifelong learning regarding the practice of their profession and shall
promote an ethical approach to the practice of the profession. In particular, software engineers shall
continually endeavor to:
8.01. Further their knowledge of developments in the analysis, specification, design, development,
maintenance and testing of software and related documents, together with the management of the
development process.
8.02. Improve their ability to create safe, reliable, and useful quality software at reasonable cost and within a
reasonable time.
8.03. Improve their ability to produce accurate, informative, and well-written documentation.
8.04. Improve their understanding of the software and related documents on which they work and of the
environment in which they will be used.
8.05. Improve their knowledge of relevant standards and the law governing the software and related
documents on which they work.
8.06 Improve their knowledge of this Code, its interpretation, and its application to their work.
8.07 Not give unfair treatment to anyone because of any irrelevant prejudices.
8.08. Not influence others to undertake any action that involves a breach of this Code.
8.09. Recognize that personal violations of this Code are inconsistent with being a professional software
engineer.
This Code was developed by the ACM/IEEE-CS joint task force on Software Engineering Ethics and
Professional Practices (SEEPP):
Executive Committee: Donald Gotterbarn (Chair), Keith Miller and Simon Rogerson;
Members: Steve Barber, Peter Barnes, Ilene Burnstein, Michael Davis, Amr El-Kadi, N. Ben Fairweather,
Milton Fulghum, N. Jayaram, Tom Jewett, Mark Kanko, Ernie Kallman, Duncan Langford, Joyce Currie Little,
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Ed Mechler, Manuel J. Norman, Douglas Phillips, Peter Ron Prinzivalli, Patrick Sullivan, John Weckert, Vivian
Weil, S. Weisband and Laurie Honour Werth.
Last Update: 09/02/98 by HK
©1997, 1998 Association for Computing Machinery
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--- Appendix 4 --IEEE Code of Ethics
We, the members of the IEEE, in recognition of the importance of our technologies in affecting the quality of
life throughout the world, and in accepting a personal obligation to our profession, its members and the
communities we serve, do hereby commit ourselves to the highest ethical and professional conduct and
agree:
1. to accept responsibility in making engineering decisions consistent with the safety, health and welfare of
the public, and to disclose promptly factors that might endanger the public or the environment;
2. to avoid real or perceived conflicts of interest whenever possible, and to disclose them to affected parties
when they do exist;
3. to be honest and realistic in stating claims or estimates based on available data;
4. to reject bribery in all its forms;
5. to improve the understanding of technology, its appropriate application, and potential consequences;
6. to maintain and improve our technical competence and to undertake technological tasks for others only if
qualified by training or experience, or after full disclosure of pertinent limitations;
7. to seek, accept, and offer honest criticism of technical work, to acknowledge and correct errors, and to
credit properly the contributions of others;
8. to treat fairly all persons regardless of such factors as race, religion, gender, disability, age, or national
origin;
9. to avoid injuring others, their property, reputation, or employment by false or malicious action;
10. to assist colleagues and co-workers in their professional development and to support them in following
this code of ethics.
Approved by the IEEE Board of Directors
August 1990
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End Notes
i

The scientific community is not innocent of the charge of intellectual tyranny either. As Plato would have it, art is good only if it is
subservient to logic. As such, Western science has traditionally rejected the value to the human spirit of faith, emotion, intuition, hope,
and general use of the emotional part of the brain. There has been a mechanistic claim among scientists that living organisms are
nothing more than very complex physico-chemical systems (Hempel 101). This led to a view among scientists that scientific theories
could be applied to social phenomena, and they should be described, analyzed, and explained in terms of the situations of the individual
agents involved in them and by reference to the laws and theories concerning individual human behavior (Hempel 110). This view has
also been called scientism. Scientism has its roots in the perspectives of many great philosophers and scientists. For example, Spinoza
and Einstein believed that God was the sum total of all the physical laws which describe the universe. Heisenberg notes that physics is
bent on, “…being able to write one single fundamental equation from which the properties of all elementary particles, and therewith the
behavior of all matter whatever, follow” (Heidegger 172). “When Pierre Simon, the Marquis de Laplace, presented a copy of his work on
the mathematics of physical laws to Napoleon in 1798, the Emperor asked as to the mention of God in the text. Laplace's response was
an arrogant, "Sire, I have no need for that hypothesis" (Henahan 9). Francis Bacon proclaimed science as the religion of modern
emancipated man (Durant 47). Robert Jastrow, the founder of NASA’s Goddard Institute, observes:
Scientists cannot bear the thought of a natural phenomenon, which cannot be explained, even with unlimited time and
money. There is a kind of religion in science; it is the religion of a person who believes there is order and harmony in the
universe. Every event can be explained in a rational way as the product of some previous event; every event must have
its cause (Jastrow 113).
Because we have adopted a faith in science, it is clear that modern humanity will reject any non-rational explanation of causes and cures.
However, Aristotle warns of the need for careful application of logic. In all syllogistic or deductive reasoning, one must make sure that the
apriori proposition is comprehensive enough to cover every case. If A is only sometimes B, then C, though included in A, may not be B.
He also reminds us that, with inductive reasoning, one must be constantly on guard not to draw conclusions too hastily. Unless the
number of instances on which we ground our generalization is large enough to be thoroughly representative, there may be instances we
have overlooked (Loomis xiv-xv).
Likewise, scientific reduction of causes and effects to pure mechanistic explanations is contrary to human experience and will
also likely be rejected. “… certain characteristics of living systems, such as their adaptive and self-regulating features, cannot be
explained by physical and chemical principles alone, but have to be accounted for by reference to new factors of a kind not known to the
physical science, namely entelchies or vital forces,” cites philosopher of science Carl Hempel (Hempel 101). K.C. Cole observes that,
“The universe is full of things that cannot be understood – ever – simply by understanding smaller and more fundamental parts” (Cole
62). Scientism’s assignment of an omnipotent role to science, of solving all problems and clarifying all things, and of deifying nature
while secularizing religion can lead science to what Robert Fischer refers to as, “…like other ideologies, [science] tends to be systematic,
authoritarian, and to be held tenaciously” (Fischer 68).
Science cannot ever hope to realistically answer the big questions facing humanity. Being based upon observation and testing,
science is at an impasse when it comes to things that cannot be observed, measured, tested, and predicted. Social problems transcend
mathematical description and involve emotions that cannot be touched, measured, or manipulated successfully. Worse still, technical
solutions often only address changes in technique that might relieve the symptoms, but do not demand changes in human values or
morality, which ultimately affect many underlying causes (Meadows 155-159).

ii ii

I am very wary of deontological, or deity ordained, approaches to ethics. In fact, Christian theology and secular science
have been antagonistically and emotionally opposed throughout much of Western history. The conflict between knowledge-based science
and belief-based religion confront our intellect, challenge our deeply ingrained value system, and tear our social fabric. Although each has
its own dogma of fundamentalism or scientism, respectively, both serve important social roles in times of crisis. This conflict between
diametrically opposed views of the world has been, and continues to be, a major obstacle to holistic human progress.
For hundreds of years, the medieval Church set up a series of obstacles to scientific inquiry including: attributing disease to
demons; sanctioning and profiting from the supposed healing powers of the relics of the Christian martyrs; using the Apostle’s Creed and its
belief in the resurrection of the body to outlaw dissection in medical schools; promoting ideas that abasement adds to the glory of God, that
cleanliness was a sign of pride, and that filthiness was a sign of humility.
Throughout European history, schools of thought contrary to Church teachings were seen as blasphemous, and appropriate
punishment was doled out. Prodded by St. Bernard, conservative theologians from Paris, Orleans, and Lyon hounded the masters of
Chartres and summoned them to appear before a tribunal to face charges of heresy for teaching a scientific view of the intrinsic creative
powers of nature -- a view that threatened the 700-year-old doctrine of nature as the passive object of God’s creation (Goldstein 69-70).
This was the mentality that burned at the stake Giordano Bruno in 1600 for uttering and publishing the heresy that there were other worlds
and other beings inhabiting them (Sagan, Cosmic 185). Staunch religious dogma was the reason for the Catholic hierarchy's imprisonment
of the aged Galileo Galilei for proclaiming that the Earth moves (Drake 330-351). Johannes Kepler, after whom the laws of planetary
motion are named, was excommunicated by the Lutheran Church for his uncompromising individualism on matters of doctrine and because
of his writing of The Somnium, in which he imagined a journey to the moon. In addition, Kepler's mother was dragged away in a laundry
chest in the middle of the night to be burned as a witch for giving birth to such a heretic and selling herbs (Sagan, Cosmic 50-71). During
the 1721 breakout of smallpox in Boston, even though Zabdiel Boylston’s inoculation technique was proven to produce a lower mortality
rate than inflicted by the natural disease, it was widely opposed by the medical establishment as unsafe, and by the church as an
interference with God’s will (Tucker 17-18).
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